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Abstract

In scientific literature, a publication is deemed to be a way of expression regard-

ing scientific contribution in a specific context of a discipline. It can be further

substantiated through a well-known quote that “Communication in science is re-

alized through research publications”. Over the decades, the tremendous increase

has been witnessed in the production of documents available in the digital form.

The increased production of documents has gained so much momentum that their

rate of production jumps two-fold every five years. The large chunk of these doc-

uments comprises of research publications due to the subsequent discoveries and

inventions in science. This incessant process of research publications has never

been interrupted on the contrary, it has gained significant momentum. Almost

28,100 active scholarly journals are publishing almost 2.5 million articles per year.

These articles are searched over the Internet via search engines, digital libraries,

and citation indexes. However, retrieval of relevant research papers for user queries

is still a pipedream. This is due to the fact that scientific documents are not in-

dexed based on some subject classification hierarchies such as ACM classification

system for Computer Science. This has motivated researchers to propose innova-

tive approaches for research papers classification. This is not only beneficial for

relevant retrieval of research papers but also is helpful in many other application

scenarios such as when: (1) journal/conference editors want to identify reviewers;

(2) research scholar wishes to identify the suitable supervisor; (3) authors intend

to submit their research papers; and (4) one seeks to analyze trends, find experts

and to recommend relevant papers etc. In this dissertation, author has criti-

cally reviewed the literature on research papers classification and identified the

following research deficiencies which have been focused in this dissertation: (1)

The existing research papers’ classification schemes utilize content of papers and

most of the time, non-availability of content make those schemes non-applicable.

There is a need to explore some alternative features to classify research articles

that could produce results closer to content based approaches. (2) Majority of

state-of-the-art approaches focus on single-label classification, while experiments

on comprehensive dataset revealed that a research article may belong to multiple

categories. There is a need of such multi-label classification system that utilizes

best possible alternate of the content based approaches with closer or improved

accuracy. (3) The existing multi-label classification schemes classify citations into

limited number of categories, In Computer Science domain; ACM classification
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system contains 11 classes at its root level. An approach that could classify re-

search articles at least to the root level of ACM classification system is a need of

the hour. The objective of this dissertation is to use freely available metadata in

the best possible way to perform multi-label classification and to evaluate that;

to what extent metadata based features can perform similar to content-based ap-

proaches? We have proposed, developed and evaluated techniques on metadata

such as Title , Keywords, Title & Keywords, References of the research papers and

have reported the achieved results. For classification of research articles based on

metadata and into multi-labels, we have harnessed metadata in diverse ways for

example: (1) Multi-label Document Classification using Papers’ Metadata (Ti-

tle & Keywords); and (2) Multi-label Document Classification based on Research

Articles’ References. These techniques have been evaluated for two different and

diversified datasets. One dataset is from online journal known as Journal of Uni-

versal Computer Science (J.UCS) and other is benchmark dataset comprises of

research papers published by the ACM. These techniques yield encouraging re-

sults (i.e. 88% of accuracy) by using only freely available metadata as compared

to the state-of-the-art techniques on both datasets.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Researchers are completely immersed in discovery of innovative contraptions to

minimize human labor. These innovative ideas are being introduced in the form

of research publications which is considered a language of scientific communica-

tion as further elaborated by Bornmann et al. [1], “Communication in science is

realized through research publications”. Over the decades, the incredible increase

has been seen in the production of documents available in the digital form and is

getting doubled every five years [2]. The major part of this plethora of documents

comprises on research publications due to the subsequent discoveries and inven-

tions in science [3]. This continuous process of research publications has never

been interrupted; on the contrary, it increased rapidly [4]. The most recent report

by Ware and Mabe [5], delineates that almost 28,100 active scholarly journals are

publishing almost 2.5 million articles per year. These articles are searched over

the Internet via search engines, digital libraries and citation indexes. The vast

amount of these documents is unstructured in nature, due to which search sys-

tems are not efficient enough to retrieve most relevant documents [6]. When user

poses a query, the search systems return bulk of documents from which very few

documents hold the relevancy to the query. Because of this disorganization of

research publications, the problem of classifying research articles into appropriate

category has gained the attention of a lot of researchers in document classification

community. The researchers are aimed to classify the research articles in such a

way that guarantees maximum relevant information retrieval [7]. The availability

of this huge corpus on the digital web has made it challenging for researchers to

classify these publications into different categories.

How to automatically assign appropriate category to the document or research

1
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article? In the late 80’s, the document classification was managed by manually

building human crafted rules for assigning document to some predefined category.

In the 90’s, the Machine Learning (ML) paradigm outperformed that manual sys-

tem, because ML automatically assigns suitable category via supervised learning

[7]. To date, numerous approaches have been proposed that perform document

classification by using supervised machine learning. These approaches classify doc-

uments into different categories [3, 6, 8–10], from which some of the approaches

addressed specifically research articles’ classification problem [3, 6, 10].

A research article holds an association with particular category or categories. Be-

ing specific about the issue of “classification of research articles into predefined set

of categories”, mapping a research article into the specified category or categories

can be beneficial in different scenarios such as: (1) Conference/Journal adminis-

trations want to identify reviewers for the submitted papers, (2) Authors want

to submit papers in a particular topic of conference, (3) Authors want to search

relevant documents to their topics, and (4) Citation indexes and digital libraries

want to retrieve relevant papers for user queries. The contemporary research ar-

ticles’ classification schemes broadly rely on two categories: (1) Content based

approaches and (2) Metadata based approaches, which are explained in detail in

the Chapter 2 of this dissertation.

The content based approaches produced more promising results than metadata

based approaches because of their richness in features [11–23]. But what to do

when we do not have an access to the content? Major journal publishers like:

ACM, Springer, Elsevier, IEEE etc. do not provide open access to their articles as

there are financial, legal and technical barriers. In such scenarios: there should be

an alternative way to classify research articles. Such best alternate is available in

the form of freely available metadata. Metadata is defined as data about data or

some external information about the actual data. Various kinds of useful research

articles’ metadata such as, title, authors, keywords, categories etc. are almost

freely available online.

This dissertation focuses on classification of research articles from Computer Sci-

ence domain via exploitation of freely available metadata such as, title, author,

keywords and categories. To address this issue, we have also picked the reference

section of articles due to the following reasons: (1) Consider a scenario where you

have an article that belongs to specific topic, and you want to acquire more re-

search articles of the same topic. The best possible way would be the citations (A

citation in a research paper is a reference to a published or unpublished resource
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that you consulted and obtained information from while writing your research pa-

per) exploitation of that particular topic because citation delineates a relationship

between a part and the whole of the citing document [24]. (2) Most of the time,

cited and citing work lie under the same category.

1.1 What is Classification

In Machine Learning (ML), classification is regarded as a central concept that

aims to classify items into two or more groups. The classification is performed

on various ML problems, for instance: speech recognition [25], text categorization

[26, 27], etc. In scientific literature, document classification is beneficial to retrieve

useful information [28]. Usual method of document classification comprises on

the selection of useful features from data which could help to assign some target

category. The classification can be of two forms: (1) single-label classification

(i.e., classifying the items into single class) and (2) multi-label classification (i.e.,

classifying the items into more than one class). Since, a research article can have

an association with multiple categories as explained with the help of examples

in Chapter 3 (Table 3.2). Therefore, multi-label classification has gained the

attention of many researchers where they have classified research articles into

multiple categories [21–23]. Most of the multi-label classification schemes produce

low accuracy and classify research articles into limited no of categories [14, 29, 30].

The classification of research articles into multiple categories with high accuracy is

a challenging task [31]. Of course, multi-label classification requires immense effort

to produce diversified and comprehensive set of features that specifically belong to

each category. This research work specifically focuses on multi-label classification

of research articles by using only metadata of the research papers and achieved

accuracy close to the state-of-the-arts content based approaches.

1.2 ACM Classification System

The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) categorization system is com-

monly used for organizing research papers belonging to the Computer Science

domain into topical taxonomy defined by the ACM. In 1964, first ACM classifi-

cation system [32, 33] is introduced in the domain of Computer Science for the
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Table 1.1: ACM Categories (CCS98)

Levels Categories
1 11
2 81
3 400

classification of scientific documents. The ACM published an entirely new system

in 1982. Based on 1982 system new versions are published in years 1983, 1987,

1991 and 1998. The ACM 1998 classification system considers a de facto standard

classification system in the Computer Science. In 2012, new ACM system is de-

veloped and the old schemes are mapped into this new system. Both the 1998 and

2012 systems are available on Citation Pages of all indexed articles in the ACM

Digital Library1 . There are three levels of ACM Computing Classification System

1998 (CCS98) [18, 32, 34].

In Figure 1.1, Level 1 represents topics from A (General Literature) to K (Comput-

ing Milieux) and it contains total 11 topics (Table 1.1). At second level, each topic

of Level 1 has sub-topics, for example, for topic “C (Computer System Organiza-

tion)”, there exists C.0 (General), C.1 (Processor Architectures), C.2 (Computer

Communication Network),. . . ., C.m (Miscellaneous) topics and total second level

topics are 81. Similarly at the third level, each topic of Level 2 has sub-topics

such as C.2.0 (General),C.2.1 (Network Architecture and Design), C.2.2 (Network

Protocols),.., C.2.m (Miscellaneous), and total third level topics are 400.

This dissertation focuses on mapping research articles belonging to the Computer

Science domain into ACM category or categories at root level only (i.e. 11 topics).

We have utilized 1998 version of ACM categorization system due to the following

two reasons. (1) ACM 1998 classification system is being used by ACM digital

library for annotating research papers into this list of topics; (2) We have com-

pared our results with the proposed technique by Santos and Rodrigues who have

utilized 1998 ACM version [18]. This research work scrutinizes to classify research

articles into maximum appropriate categories of this ACM categorization system.

Figure 1.1, visualizes the overview of ACM categorization system.

1 http://www.acm.org/about/class
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Figure 1.1: ACM Classification Hierarchy

1.3 Overview of State-of-the-Art Approaches

This section encompasses brief overview of state-of-the-art approaches which pro-

vides a fair idea about the current trends in research articles’ classification com-

munity. The detailed explanation of state-of-the art approaches is reported in

Chapter 2. The contemporary approaches that address the issue of research arti-

cles classification are broadly categorized into two chunks: (1) Content Based Ap-

proaches and (2) Metadata Based Approaches. The Content Based Approaches

perform classification by harnessing different features relying on content of re-

search articles [11–23]. These features can be in the form of important terms or

phrases (often referred as cue words or cue phrases) from research articles. For

research articles classification, different measures are applied on the content of

research papers for example, normally the important terms are extracted using

Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) and Cosine Similarity is

computed between the weights of the extracted terms from TF-IDF. The obtained

score from these measures are then assigned for supervised learning to predict

class of each research article. In literature, very few approaches utilize metadata
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of research articles for classification. The existing state-of-the-art metadata based

approaches exploit the external information about the research articles such as

title, authors, keywords, categories etc. and also some content based features to

classify research articles into different categories but with low accuracy [13, 14, 35].

We have observed different points from literature that have led us to formulate

Document 2

Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Class N

Document 1

Document 3

.

.

.

Figure 1.2: Multi-Label Classification

our research problems. Let’s discuss them step by step:

• Most of the state-of-the-art approaches performed single-label classification

of research articles [12, 16, 17, 19–21, 41–44, 47, 50, 61]. However, research

articles may belong to multiple classes as shown in Figure 1.2. For example

a paper working on “Network Routing Algorithm” belongs to two classes

such as: “Network” and “Algorithm”. The comprehensive experiments on

such analysis have been provided in Chapter 3 (Table 3.2).

• Most of state-of-the-art approaches utilized content based features for single

class or multi-label classification of documents [13, 14, 18, 34, 35, 54].

• In case of multi-label classification, the existing schemes classified articles

into small number of categories.
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• State-of-the-art approaches had utilized a few numbers of classes.

• Currently no scheme exists that performs multi-label classification by relying

fully on freely available metadata.

1.4 Problem Statement

We have formulated our problem statement on the basis of above mentioned ob-

servations which are as follows:

1. The existing research articles’ classification schemes depend upon content

of the articles. Most of the time, non-availability of research articles makes

those schemes non applicable. There is a need of some best alternative ways

to classify research articles that produce results closer to or better than

content based approaches.

2. Majority of state-of-the-art approaches focus on single-label classification,

while experiments on comprehensive datasets performed in Chapter 3 (Table

3.2) revealed that a research paper may belong to multiple categories. There

is a need of such multi-label classification system that utilizes best possible

alternate of the content based approaches with closer or improved accuracy.

3. The existing multi-label classification schemes classify research articles into

limited number of categories. While a research article may belong to multiple

categories, for instance, in Computer Science domain, the research articles

may belong to more than one category of ACM classification system. The

ACM categorization system has 11 topics on its root level. The contem-

porary approaches have only experimented with a few number of classes;

however, in real scenarios a paper needs to be classified in any of the 11

ACM topics. Therefore, the focus of this dissertation is to classify research

articles to the root level.
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1.5 Objectives

The objectives of this dissertation are as follow:

1. The first objective is to classify research articles by using freely available

metadata instead of using the whole content of the articles.

2. The second objective is to perform multi-label ACM classification (only root

level topics) instead of only performing single-label classification by using

metadata of the research articles.

3. The third objective is to evaluate that to what extent metadata based fea-

tures can perform close to content-based approaches? Moreover, how much

the scheme is useful for multi-label classification?

1.6 Research Contributions

We have critically reviewed various state-of-the-art approaches of document clas-

sification and proposed two novel multi-label classification approaches that rely

completely on freely available metadata. Let’s discuss these approaches step by

step:

1. The first novel approach exploits metadata of research articles for multi-

label classification. The metadata includes Title and Keywords of research

paper. The experimental results of this approach have been published in

the journal named: “Journal of National Science Foundation Sri Lanka” in

2016 [36]. For evaluation of this approach, we have used two datasets such

as: J.UCS dataset [37] and the comprehensive dataset constructed by San-

tos et al. [18]. The J.UCS dataset contains 1460 research papers. There

are two reasons for selecting J.UCS dataset (1) the J.UCS covers all areas

of Computer Science topics; (2) the authors belong to diversified domains,

which give a fair chance to the proposed technique to evaluate the system.

Similarly, the reason for the selection of ACM dataset is that it contains

research publications from different conferences, journals and the workshops

and it contains 86,116 research papers. Furthermore, this dataset has been

constructed by the state-of-the-art approach [18] which will enable us to
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compare with the best known approach. We have extracted Title, keywords

and Categories from these research articles. These metadata parameters are

picked because they demonstrate the theme of research work. The research

papers are mapped into their appropriate category or categories on the basis

of term frequency weights that follows the defined threshold criteria. The

optimum threshold value has been founded by performing experiments on

different and diversified datasets. Surprisingly, at optimum threshold value

of 0.2 and for metadata (Title), our results outperformed on the same dataset

used by Santos et al. [18] by obtaining accuracy of 0.85, precision of 0.95,

recall of 0.88, and F-measure of 0.89. The detailed explanation of this ap-

proach is described in Chapter 3.

2. The second multi-label novel research articles’ classification approach ex-

ploits references of research articles. This approach has been published in

ACM conference in 2011 [10]. The reference parameter is picked based on

the assumption that citing work cites articles from the same/similar topics.

From the datasets, we have generated Topic-References (TR) pairs against

pre-defined ACM categories. The system collects corresponding list of topics

matched with the references in the said pair. Subsequently, multiple weights

are assigned during the process of this matching. The appropriate category

or categories of research paper is suggested based on defined threshold val-

ues which has been founded after experiments on diversified datasets. Our

approach is able to predict top level categories of ACM classification system

with 74 % accuracy. The detailed explanation of this approach is described

in Chapter 4.

3. In this multi-label classification, we are also interested to know the perfor-

mance of different state-of-the-art classifiers. In 2013, we have published an

article comprises on classifiers performances in “Science Series Journal” [38].

In this article, we have harnessed different classifiers on variety of datasets

such as Vote, Weather, Super Market, Diabetes, Contact Lenses, Iris and

Labor by using Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA2)

tool. These experiments provided us enough understanding about the need

of specific classifier for specific type of data. This research gives brief in-

sights of classification schemes commonly used in Machine Learning (ML).

Each technique has its own merits and demerits and can be incorporated

2http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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depending on the situation. Some of these may be valuable but others may

not in the same situation and vice versa. When new instance is available

then these techniques may help to classify new instance into different classes.

According to the nature of dataset, classifier may be selected for the classi-

fication of the instances. We have incorporated this understanding in this

dissertation via using appropriate classifiers and comparing their results.

1.7 Research Methodology

From the application point of view, the research presented in this dissertation

can be termed as applied research: Instance solution to the problem is proposed

and evaluated. The document classification approaches used in this research are

mostly quantitative in nature; experiments have been performed and results are

evaluated to form the idea about the results. For conducting this research, Kumar

[39] model has been followed with the slight changes as per the requirements of

this research. The activities carried out during this research are described below

and shown in Figure 1.3.

1.7.1 Phase I - Deciding Scope of Research

Step 1: Formulating a research problem: This step contains three tasks;

1. Literature review.

2. Definition of criteria for evaluation of document classification techniques.

3. Observations from the literature review.

Step 2: Proposal of new Metadata-based Multi-Label Document Classification Tech-

niques: Proposal for devising and evaluating novel multi-label document classifi-

cation techniques was formulated as the next step after identifying the research

problems in the literature.
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Figure 1.3: Research Methodology

1.7.2 Phase II – Planning the Research Study

Step 3: Conceptualizing a Research Design: This research was divided into two

proposed approaches which will be discussed in the Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
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Step 4: Constructing an Instrument for Metadata Data Selection: Instead of cre-

ating a new dataset, a freely available large and comprehensive datasets were

acquired which has also been used in previous research.

Step 5: Selecting required Metadata after Preprocessing: Computing the terms

frequency weights for metadata based approach and generating topic-references

pairs for the references based approach.

1.7.3 PHASE III - Conducting the Research Study

Step 6: Quantitative Evaluation: Evaluation of proposed techniques, critically an-

alyzing the results, comparison of the results with the state-of-the-art approaches

and its discussion.

Step 7: Dissertation write-up: This dissertation is the output of all activities

performed in all the previous steps as described.

1.8 Organizing the Dissertation

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 sheds light on research efforts

carried out in the domain of document classification and critical review of the

state-of-the-art approaches proposed in the literature. Chapter 3 focuses on multi-

label document classification approach based on the research papers’ metadata

(Title and Keywords) with its results and discussion about the results. Chapter

4 highlights another multi-label document classification approach based on the

Reference’s Section of the research papers with its results and discussion. The

critical analysis and comparisons of proposed approaches’ results with the state-

of-the-art approaches and discussion about the results are presented in Chapter

5. Chapter 6 summarizes and concludes the dissertation and also highlights the

future directions.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

The preceding chapter (Chapter 1) sheds enough light on the scenarios that have

led us to formulate the problem statement along with its scope. This chapter

focuses on the detailed overview of state-of-the-art approaches as every scientific

study is dependent upon the study of erudite peers in the field. The document

classification community is focused on proposing innovative ideas for document

classification as the number of documents in digital form is increasing. Text clas-

sification is a very old dilemma. As early as the 1800s, studies were done on ver-

ifying the authorship of the works of Shakespeare [40]. When the first document

classification approach was proposed thereafter the process started to emerge into

different branches as a result whereof community began classification of specific

type of documents for instance: (1) magazine (2) newspapers etc [16, 21, 41–43].

Since then document classification community has diverted its attention specifi-

cally on the research papers classification due to subsequent inventions in scientific

literature. The contemporary approaches that address the issue of research arti-

cles’ classification broadly rely on two categories. (1) Content based approaches

(2) Metadata based approaches. Let’s discuss these categories step by step.

2.1 Content Based Approaches

Currently, the document classification community is kind of biased when it comes

to data exploitation of research papers in order to categorize or classify them.

Most of the contemporary approaches rely on the content of research articles due

to richness in features which can be constructed by exploiting the whole content.

13
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This section focuses on content based state-of-the-art approaches.

In 2016, Tang et al. [44], proposed a novel Bayesian automatic text classifica-

tion approach by exploiting different content based features. They proposed a

class dependent set of features. They formulated classification rules by harnessing

Baggenstoss’s PDF Projection Theorem for the conversion of class-specific PDFs

in low-dimensional feature into raw data space. They have evaluated their ap-

proach on two different real-world benchmark datasets. 1) The first dataset is of

20-NEWSGROUP that comprises of 20,000 online posted documents belonging to

20 different topics and 2) The second dataset “REUTERS comprises of 21, 578

documents belonging to 135 topics. Their system achieved remarkable accuracy for

20-NEWSGROUP dataset; however, they did not mention the exact figures. They

have also presented another approach based on feature selection framework for the

Näıve Bayes [41]. These selected features are ranked for the classification. They

presented a new divergence measure which is called “Jeffreys-Multi-Hypothesis

(JMH) divergence, to measure multi-distribution divergence for multi-label clas-

sification”. Two features selection methods were developed by using the JMH

divergence and achieved accuracy of 0.95 and F-Measure of 0.90.

Another study by Shedbale et al. [42], is based on the survey of features selection

approaches for text classification. They have highlighted the existing feature se-

lection schemes and different methods of reducing the dimension of these features.

These methods are categorized into two categories 1) wrapper and 2) filter. The

filter scheme provides significant performance over wrapper scheme without clas-

sifier’s feedback. The filter scheme has been used in most of the text classification

problems.

In 2016, Zhou et al. [45] built a content based classifier by using Näıve Bayes and

Logistic Regression algorithms. They have used annotated datasets of CiteSeerX

and arXiv belonging to the Computer Science domain. The classifier is built by

relying on different features from which Bi-grams feature outperformed for both

datasets. The F1-Measure for arXiv dataset and CiteSeerX dataset are 0.95 and

0.76 respectively. Similarly, Zong et al. [43] approach classifies research papers on

the basis of different features by applying semantic similarity on them. The exper-

imental results are evaluated on two datasets Routers-10 and 20-Newsgroups. By

applying the SVM algorithm they achieved the F-Measure of 0.76 for Newsgroup

dataset and 0.91 for Routers dataset.

Another content based classification and visualization of scientific documents is

proposed by Giannakopoulos et al. [23]. This approach has been trained on three
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different datasets and their categorizations. All modules of this approach have

been implemented by using the madIS system. The madIS system provides data

evaluation functionalities via extended relational database. The automatic clus-

tering approach of scientific text and newspapers articles was proposed by Afonso

and Duque [46]. These articles are taken from Brazilian Portuiguese. A content

level approach was proposed by Dendek et al. [22] for the classification of scien-

tific documents. They applied different algorithm like: Naive Bayes, decision tree,

k-Nearest neighbor (KNN), neural network, Support Vector Machine (SVM) for

the classification of documents.

Yaguinuma et al. [47] proposed a fuzzy ontology to represent and reasoning over

fuzzy or vague information. Arash and Mahdi [20] presented an automatic subject

indexing approach for digital libraries and repositories. They proposed a concept

matching approach by identifying these concepts from the documents. Then con-

cept similarities are computed with the documents. Concept similarity is used for

the classification of documents. Hingmire et al. [21] proposed document classifica-

tion algorithm based on the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [48] and unlabeled

dataset. The algorithm of this approach assigns one topic to one class label. A

query extension method is proposed by Ortuño et al. [49], which extends infor-

mation related to research papers by using its cited references. Evaluation of this

approach was conducted on biomedical documents of the PubMed database.

Another content based hierarchical classification technique of textual data is pre-

sented by Duwairi and Al-Zubaidi [50]. They proposed a classifier that is based

on a modified version of the well-known K-Nearest Neighbors classifier (K-NN).

The original classifier works only with the category representatives instead of the

training documents. This category representation saved their effort and time as

they did not need to deal with all training documents and categories of different

levels. They concluded that there is a need of an effective feature selection tech-

nique with the diversified dataset for the text classification [51, 52]. Galke et al.

[53] presented a systematic evaluation of classification approaches to explore how

far semantic annotations can be conducted using just metadata of the documents.

The evaluation has been done with the classification obtained from analyzing only

the metadata and with analyzing the semantic annotation of the whole text.

Santos and Rodrigues [18] proposed an approach to assign a scientific document

to one or more classes which is called multi-label hierarchy by using the content of

the scientific documents. They have extracted these scientific documents from the
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ACM library which contain scientific documents from different workshops, confer-

ences and journals from the domain of Computer Science. After the performance

analysis of different classifiers, they concluded that combination of both, the collec-

tion size (5,000 and 10,000 documents) and numbers of different terms used have

no importance for multi-label hierarchical document collection. Similar approach

had been presented by Lijuan [54], on the basis of ranking category relevance to

evaluate the multi-label problems. Author also proposed an automatic learning

approach for the classification of the documents. Li et al. also proposed an auto-

mated hierarchy approach for document classification [16]. They have utilized the

linear discriminate projection method to generate intermediate level of the hierar-

chy. In this approach, all documents are first transformed into low dimension space

and then classified according to the proposed hierarchy. Another similar approach

is proposed by Wang and Desai [34] for the CINDI1 digital library. They formu-

lated their method for ranking classes on the same level which can be helpful for

text classification. The evaluation of this approach has been done on the collected

dataset by using ACM982 classification scheme. Cai and Hofmann [55], presented

another hierarchical approach to classify text document by using SVM classifier.

They exploited the relationships among the classes which are commonly expressed

in the form of hierarchy. Yan et al. [56] proposed a multi-label documents ranking

model based on Long Short Term Memory(LSTM). It consisted of two processes

one was repLSTM (an adapted representation process) and other one was ran-

kLSTM (a unified learning ranking process). Three datasets have been used for

the experiments to classify documents with reasonable performance of their pro-

posed model. Wang et al. [57] proposed an ensemble classification method which

groups together random forest and semantic core co-occurrence latent semantic

vector space (CLSVSM). Yahoo dataset has been used for the experiments which

revealed effectiveness of the proposed method with reasonable results. Baker and

Korhonen [58] presented a method which performed hierarchical multi-label doc-

ument classification by initializing a neural network model. They evaluated their

approach on biomedical domain using both sentences and document level classifi-

cation.

1https://cindi.encs.concordia.ca
2http://www.acm.org/about/class/ccs98-html
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Senthamarai and Ramaraj [17] proposed a technique for classification of text doc-

uments based on the text similarity. However, they have implemented their ap-

proach on the small amount of dataset. They presented a feature selection frame-

work which calculates the score of selected words for text classification. They

have also presented a learning model for text categorization, in which document

collections were randomly selected and annotated by the domain experts. After

the performance analysis they concluded that smaller vocabulary can accelerate

the classification process. They did experiment on the Reuters dataset which

contains 21,578 documents and compared the results against different classifiers

such as SVM, Rocchio algorithm, Bayes, Naive Bayes etc. However, they have

not reported the outcomes of these comparisons. Another hierarchical content

based technique is proposed by Wang and Desai [34] in which they have extracted

research articles from ACM digital library belonging to the Computer Science do-

main. They have narrowed down their problem with properties such as all leaf

nodes have real categories, multi-label classification and a tree like classification

scheme. Their method of text classification specifies and prepares rank for the cat-

egories at the same level. Their method works from top to down in hierarchy until

the suggested category is assigned. They have used flat local multi-label classi-

fier which serves basic block in their hierarchical classification system. To achieve

effectiveness results, they choose Näıve Bayes and Centroid Classifier. They also

described the re-ranking process to assign a category at the same level except at

the level 0. The evaluation of this classification approach is also presented by

Brucher [59]; they evaluated different classification approaches with their merits

and demerits. Another approach for automatic documents classification has been

presented by Goller et al. [11]. They evaluated different approaches on document

classification for German text. Their results highlighted the significance of fea-

tures selection in order to avoid the over fitting problem.

The document classification community is dominated with the content based ap-

proaches. Off- course, these approaches have richness in features and produce

promising results. To make these schemes applicable the content of the documents

is a vital requirement but most of the digital libraries are subscription based like

ACM, IEEE, and Springer etc. There is a need of some alternate methods to cat-

egorize documents when the content is not available. Such alternate is available

in the form of metadata like authors, title, keywords etc. To date, there are very

few document classification approaches that exploit metadata of research articles.

Let’s discuss metadata based document classification approaches in next section.
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2.2 Metadata Based Approaches

The contemporary metadata based state-of-the-art research articles classification

schemes exploit the metadata of research articles for their classification into a

pre-defined hierarchy. Metadata of scientific documents includes title, authors,

keywords, categories etc. Such form of metadata is almost freely available online

as compared to the whole content of the articles. This section focuses on the brief

overview of the metadata based approaches.

A natural language processing approach was proposed by Yohan et al. [60] in

which they identified named entities and classified them into their different cat-

egories. They proposed a rule based system for classification and recognition of

named entities in Teluge language. They have utilized features based on word,

context and lookup level for classification and detection of named entities. This

system is evaluated on different corpus of Teluguwiki and newspaper and was also

evaluated for full sentences data to identify named entities with precision range

from 0.79 to 0.94.

Another metadata extraction scheme is proposed by Flynn [35], for the document

classification. Author proposed “post hoc” classification system for the document

classification. After the metadata extraction of the document, the post hoc tech-

nique applied further to classify these documents. The experiments are performed

on the defense technical information center (DTIC) dataset which contains more

than one million documents of various forms like scientific articles, PhD synop-

sis, conferences papers, slides, public law documents etc. This technique classifies

documents correctly by 0.83 of the time.

Khor and Ting [14], proposed a framework by using the Bayesian Network (BN).

For classification, four hundred (400) conference papers were collected and clas-

sified into four major topics such as: Intelligent Tutoring System, Cognition, e-

Learning, and Teacher Education. They have used the keywords of research papers

for classification. They have implemented 80-20 split of collected papers, 80% of

the papers are used for keywords extraction and BN parameter learning whereas

the other 20% are used to predict accuracy performance. A feature selection

algorithm is applied to automatically extracted keywords for each topic. The con-

struction of BN is done by using these extracted keywords. For this purpose they

proposed a keywords selection algorithm. Pre-processing has been done on the ex-

tracted keywords to normalize each keyword by removing stop words and applied
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Porter Stemmer [9] algorithm. The Bayesian Network (BN) is a probabilistic rea-

soning graphical model. For structural representation of variable in the domain,

the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) is used and can be described by using direct

probabilistic dependencies among the variables. The Bayesian Network is used to

perform prediction and diagnose reasoning. By comparing the predictive accuracy

of human experts classification, BN learning and Näıve Bayesian, efficiency of the

BN can be calculated. From the experiments they concluded that BN had an av-

erage accuracy of 0.84. The network has been used through a series of validation

by human experts and experimental evaluation to analyze its predictive accuracy.

The proposed BN has outperformed Näıve Bayesian Classifier. However, all the

research articles do not have the keywords as all authors do not provide keywords

in their articles. From our point of view, this technique only considered those

documents which contained keywords’ section. To improve the performance of

document classification approaches into predefined categories, Zhang et al. pro-

posed another approach [13]. In this approach, they combined citation information

and structural contents like title, abstract of the documents. Different similarity

measures based on the structural contents and citation information are evaluated

to improve the effectiveness of the classification. For this purpose, they extracted

documents from ACM Digital Library and used Genetic Programming (GP) ap-

proaches to classify these documents into pre-defined ACM subject hierarchy.

To address the document classification problem, the researchers have employed

different schemes on two data sources such as: metadata and content. The con-

tent based schemes exploit the content of research articles for their classification

[11–14, 16–23]. Every scheme has its own pros and cons which depends on the size,

pre-processing and nature of the dataset. For these schemes implementation, the

content of research articles is an essential requirement. The content based schemes

provide better precision due to rich number of features [22]; however, content of

the scientific documents is not freely available most of the time. On the other

hand, very few researchers have used only the metadata of the documents for the

classification [13, 14, 35]. Metadata of the documents provides limited number

of features which may result into low accuracy as compared to the content based

document classification schemes.

The objective of this dissertation is to use freely available metadata and to analyze

that to which extent the metadata based features can behave like content based

features. Moreover, how much the scheme is useful for multi-label classification?
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The metadata is freely available in majority of scientific digital libraries like IEEE3

, ACM4 and Springer5.

2.3 Evaluation Criteria

For comprehensively understanding the critical findings of the literature, this sec-

tion has defined evaluation criteria on which all key papers from the literature has

been evaluated and has been shown as a comparative study in the Table 2.1– 2.3.

2.3.1 Type of the Data

First evaluation criterion is the type of data, researcher from the diversified domain

have exploited data sources like metadata and content of the documents. Some

researcher used metadata of the documents and most of the researchers used the

content of the documents.

2.3.2 Classification Type

A second criterion is the classification type. The single class means that we have

many classes but one document will be classified into only one class. The multi-

label (multi-class) means we have many classes and one document may be classified

into one or more than one classes. The experiments on diversified dataset (see

Table 3.2) show that there are various research papers that may belong to multiple

classes.

2.3.3 Number of Classes

Next evaluation criterion is the number of different classes. This highlights that

a particular research paper belongs to how many classes. As we have described

earlier (see Chapter 1, Section 1.2) that the standard classification scheme is

ACM, which contains 11 topics on its root. However, the researchers have not used

3http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/
4http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id= 2077531
5http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F11925231 98
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all these 11 topics to evaluate their approaches; they have used limited number of

ACM topics for categorization.

2.3.4 Dataset

The evaluation criterion of dataset will depict that how many documents are used

to evaluate the approaches from the literature. This will highlight the average

number of documents we should pick for our experiments for the evaluation of the

proposed approaches.

2.3.5 Algorithm / Methodology

This criterion will discuss the algorithms and methodologies used in the literature

for the evaluation of the research documents. This will further help us to form an

evaluation and comparison strategy.

2.3.6 Evaluation Parameters

This evaluation criterion will highlight that which scientific documents have used

which evaluation parameters for example: Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F-

Measure.

2.3.7 Results

The last criterion is the results, which will demonstrate that how much value of

accuracy/precision/recall has been achieved so far in contemporary state-of-the-

art approaches.

2.4 Critical Analysis of Contemporary Approaches

based on Evaluation Criteria

After the comprehensive analysis of the above mentioned state-of-the-art approaches,

we have concluded that these classification approaches exploited different data
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sources like some of these have used metadata while others have used content

of the documents. Based on the above discussed observations, we have classi-

fied state-of-the-art approaches into three types: 1) Content based approaches

which exploit content data source and classified documents into only one class

(Single-label) from the multiple classes. 2) Content based approaches which ex-

ploit content data source and classified documents into one or more than one

class (Multi-label). 3) Metadata based approaches which exploited metadata data

source of the documents and classified documents into either single-label or multi-

label from the multiple classes.

2.4.1 Analysis of Content Based Approaches (Single-label

Classification)

The state-of-the-art approaches which exploited content of the documents are

shown in the Table 2.1. Researchers of these approaches performed content based

document classification and classified documents into only one class. Different al-

gorithms were used to predict the most relevant class. Similarly, different datasets

were used for the classification of documents. For example, datasets 20-Newspapers

and Routers were used by many researchers [16, 19, 21, 41–44]. Similarly, some

other datasets have also been used for the document classification [12, 17, 20, 47,

50, 61]. From Table 2.1, we can examine that the number of classes vary from

dataset to dataset.

Different researchers classified documents into different number of pre-defined

classes. By using these datasets and pre-defined number of classes, variety of

state-of-the-art approaches were presented in the last couple of decades and ex-

ploited content of the documents to classify documents into single-label. These ap-

proaches have used different evaluation parameters like accuracy, precision, recall

and F-measure. These approaches achieved accuracy from 0.4 to 0.95 by exploiting

the content of the documents. Similarly, parameter precision achieved from 0.61

to 0.8, Recall achieved from 0.55 to 0.76 and parameter F-measure achieved from

0.71 to 0.94 as mentioned in the literature. These values are significantly good

because these techniques have exploited the content of documents which contain

huge bag of words (features) for the classification.
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Table 2.1: Critical Analysis of Content based Approaches for Single-Label

S.No. Approaches Type of
Data

Classification
Type

No. of
Classes

Dataset Algorithm /
Methodolgy

Evaluation
Parameters

Results

1 Galke et
al., 2017

Content Single-Label Econ (4),
Polite (5),
RCV1(14),
NVT (2)

Econ (62,924),
Polite (27,576),
RCV1(100,000),
NVT (100,000)

KNN F-Measure Econ (0.41),
Polite
(0.27),
RCV1(0.76),
NVT (0.40)

2 Tang et al.,
2016a

Content Single-Label 20-
Newsgroup
(20),
Reuters
(135)

20-Newsgroup
(20,000),
Reuters (21,578)

Naive Bayes Accuracy, F-
Measure

Accuracy
(0.095),
F-Measure
(0.90)

3 Tang et al.,
2016b

Content Single-Label 20-
Newsgroup
(20),
Reuters
(135)

20-Newsgroup
(20,000),
Reuters (21,578)

Bayesian F-Measure,
G-Mean

Not Re-
ported

4 Shedbale
et al., 2016

Content Single-Label C, Reuters
(135)

20-Newsgroup
(20,000),
Reuters (21,578)

Survey Accuracy, F-
Measure

Accuracy
(0.095),
F-Measure
(0.90)

5 Zhou, 2016 Content Single-Label Not Re-
ported

CiteSeerX
(665,483), arXiv
(84,172)

Naive Bayes, Lo-
gistic Regression

F-Measure CiteSeerX
(0.76), arXiv
(0.95)

6 Zong et al.,
2015

Content Single-Label 20-
Newsgroup
(20),
Reuters-
10 (10)

20-Newsgroup
(16,391),
Reuters-10
(7,224)

SVM F-Measure 20-
Newsgroup
(0.76),
Reuters-10
(0.91)

7 Yaguinuma
et al., 2014

Content Single-Label 4 100 Documents Fuzz-Onto Accuracy Accuracy
(0.44)
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S.No. Approaches Type of
Data

Classification
Type

No. of
Classes

Dataset Algorithm /
Methodolgy

Evaluation
Parameters

Results

8 Arash and
Mahdi,
2013

Content Single-Label wiki-20 (5) wiki-20 (20) Concept Match-
ing Based Ap-
proach (CMA)

Precision,
Recall,
F-Measure

Precision
(0.61), Re-
call (0.58),
F-Measure
(0.60)

9 Hingmire
et al, 2013

Content Single-Label 20-
Newsgroup
(8),
SRAA(10),
WebKB (10)

20-Newsgroup,
SRAA(73,218),
WebKB (4,199)

Latent Dirich-
let Allocation
(LDA)

F-Measure 20-
Newsgroup
(0.92),
SRAA(0.85),
WebKB
(0.71)

10 Wang and
Sun, 2009

Content Single-Label Reuter (10),
WebKB (7)

Reuter (21,578),
WebKB (8,282)

NPE, Particle
Swarm Opti-
mization (PSO)

F-Measure Reuter
(0.94), We-
bKB (0.89)

11 Senthamarai
and Ra-
maraj,
2008

Content Single-Label Not Re-
ported

2,000 Docu-
ments

Particle Swarm
Optimization
(PSO)

Accuracy Accuracy
(0.90)

12 Guerrero
et al., 2002

Content Single-Label 7 202 Documents Neural Network Not Re-
ported

Not Re-
ported

13 Jingbo and
Tianshun,
2002

Content Single-Label 10 1000 Documents Features Iden-
tification and
Features Aggre-
gation (FIFA)

Precision,
Recall

Precision
(0.80),
Recall (0.76)
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2.4.2 Analysis of Content Based Approaches (Multi-Label

Classification)

The state-of-the-art approaches which exploit the content of documents and have

performed multi-label classification are shown in the Table 2.2. These approaches

have predicted one or more than one classes from the multiple classes [18, 54,

56, 58]. However, there are very few state-of-the-art approaches which perform

multi-label classification. For multi-label classification, Santos [18] presented an

approach which utilized ACM dataset and ACM classification system which con-

tained 11 classes at its root level. They have applied different approaches (algo-

rithms) on two different collections of documents (5000 and 10,000 documents) for

the multi-label classification and achieved accuracy upto 0.88. Similarly, Lijuan

[54] also performed multi-label classification and applied algorithm on different

datasets like WIPO-alpha, Newsgroup and Enzyme etc and achieved accuracy

upto 0.94 and precision upto 0.84.

2.4.3 Analysis of Metadata Based Approaches

The state-of-the-art approaches which exploit metadata of the documents have

performed single-label classification. These approaches have been shown in the

Table 2.3. These approaches predicted the most relevant class for a particular doc-

ument from the multiple pre-defined classes. Very few state-of-the-art approaches

have performed document classification by exploiting only metadata [13, 14, 35].

One important finding from literature is that the systems which utilize metadata

of research papers were only able to classify papers into single class. For single-

label classification, Flyn [35] has applied an algorithm on 2000 documents for the

classification of documents into 99 pre-defined classes and achieved precision upto

0.79, recall value 0.81 and F-measure value 0.79. Khor [14] applied different al-

gorithms on a collection of 400 documents but they used very few generic classes

(i.e. 4 classes) and achieved accuracy upto 0.84 for their document classification

technique.

In this dissertation, our focus is to classify scientific documents by using only

metadata. There are very few state-of-the-art approaches that rely on freely avail-

able metadata as shown in Table 2.3. These schemes classify documents into

single-label [13, 14, 35]. Only approaches proposed by Santos and Rodrigous [18],

Wang and Desai [34] and Lijuan [54] classify documents to multiple classes but
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by exploiting content of the documents. All other approaches have not dealt with

multi-label classification problem. The existing multi-label classification schemes

classify documents into limited number of categories. Those researchers who have

used metadata of the papers, they only perform the single-label classification and

achieved up to almost 0.84 accuracy by using a few numbers of classes. The ap-

proach made by Santos and Rodrigues [18] is closely related to our experiments

due to the following reasons: (1) They have utilized comprehensive dataset from

different conferences, workshops, and journals, (2) Their proposed approach use

multi-label classification, (3) they remained one of the important state-of-the-art

approach which achieves the best accuracy and utilize the whole content, and (4)

they have used all 11 categories on root level ACM hierarchy for classification.

Others have experimented on limited number of categories. Furthermore, we want

to see by using only the metadata how closely one can achieve in terms of accuracy?

Therefore, we will be using their approach for comparisons.
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Table 2.2: Critical Analysis of Content based Approaches for Multi-Label

S.No. Approaches Type of
Data

Classification
Type

No. of
Classes

Dataset Algorithm /
Methodolgy

Evaluation
Parameters

Results

1 Yan et al.,
2018

Content Multi-Label Biomedicine
(150),
Email (6),
News(103)

Biomedicine
(100,000),
Email (3, 021),
News(800,000)

Long Short
Term Memory
(LSTM)

F-Measure F-Measure
(0.70)

2 Baker and
Korhonen,
2017

Content Multi-Label PubMed
(30)

PubMed (1,852) INIT-A, INIT-B Precision,
Recall,
F-Measure

Precision
(0.73, 0.68),
Recall (0.77,
0.83), F-
Measure
(0.75, 0.75)

3 Santos and
Rodrigues,
2009

Content Multi-Label 11 5,000 and 10,000
Documents

Binary
Relevence,
Naive Bayses
Multi-Nomial,
Multi-Label
KNN

Accuracy Accuracy
(0.88)

4 Lijuan,
2008

Content Multi-Label WIPO-
alpha (8),
News-
group (5),
OHSUMED
(15), EN-
ZYM (236)

WIPO-alpha,
Newsgroup
(1,000),
OHSUMED
(54,708), EN-
ZYM (9,455)

Hierarchical
SVM, Hierarchi-
cal Perception

Accuracy,
Precision

Accuracy
(0.94),
Precision
(0.89)
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Table 2.3: Critical Analysis of Metadata based Approaches

S.No. Approaches Type of
Data

Classification
Type

No. of
Classes

Dataset Algorithm /
Methodolgy

Evaluation
Parameters

Results

1 Flyn, 2014 Metadata Single-Label 99 2,000 Docu-
ments

Independent
Document
Model (IDM)
Framework

Precision,
Recall,
F-Measure

Precision
(0.79), Re-
call (0.81),
F-Measure
(0.70)

2 Khor and
Ting, 2006

Metadata Single-Label 4 400 Documents Baysian Net-
work (BN),
Naive Bayes
(NB), Bayesian
Network Learner
(BNL)

Accuracy BN (0.84),
NB (0.83),
BNL (0.76)



Chapter 3

Multi-Label Document

Classification using Paper’s Title

and Keywords

This chapter introduces a framework to classify research articles into the multiple

categories by employing the freely available metadata parameters. We are inter-

ested to scrutinize the potential of metadata based features by utilizing them in

the best possible ways to assist in the scenarios when the content is not available.

The primary observations and motivations that signify proposed framework are

listed below:

1. The content based approaches attain more propitious results than metadata

based approaches because of their richness in features, which leads towards

the biasness of document classification community. But what should be

done, when we do not have an access to the research articles’ content? The

major journal publishers like: ACM, Springer, Elsevier, IEEE etc. do not

provide open access to their published articles as there are financial, legal

and technical barriers. In such scenarios: there should be an alternative

avenue to classify these articles. One best alternate is available in the form

of freely available metadata. The metadata is defined as data about data or

some external information about the actual data. Different kinds of useful

research articles’ metadata such as: title, authors, keywords, categories etc.

are almost freely available in various digital libraries.

29
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Table 3.1: Datasets Statistics

Features ACM [18] J.UCS [37]
Total Number of Research Papers 86,116 1,460
Total Number of Classes (Categories) at Root Level 11 13
Total Number of Categories’ Levels 3 3
Total Number of Research Papers without Keywords’ Section 3860 31
Single-Label Research Papers Percentage(%) 54% 51%
Multi-Label Research Papers Percentage(%) 46% 49%
Total Number of Journals or Conferences or Workshops 2,240 01

2. As per our knowledge, there exists no scheme in the literature that performs

multi-label classification of scientific documents by relying fully on meta-

data; of course, it requires a comprehensive set of parameters. We argue

that a research papers may belong to more than one category; the statement

is validated via experiments on diversified datasets (see Table 3.2). There

is a great possibility that a scientific document is partially associated with

one class and partially related to other classes. For instance, a scientific

document on “Similarity Algorithm for Gene Ontology Terms” has three

associations: one with the “Genes (Biology)”, second with the “Ontology”,

and third with “Similarity algorithms” class. The existing multi-label doc-

ument classification techniques classify documents into a limited number of

categories and their performance drops off when the number of categories

gets increased.

The partial experimental results of this approach have been published by the au-

thor of this dissertation in a journal [36]. The proposed framework performs multi-

label classification of scientific documents into pre-defined ACM subject hierarchy

by using only metadata of the documents. The Title and Keywords of research

papers are exploited in different combinations in this research. The system is

intended to perceive the best metadata parameter at which the comprehensive

system of research article classification can be formed.

3.1 Datasets

To comprehensively evaluate the proposed system, one needs to carefully select

the dataset. To evaluate the proposed framework, we have carefully picked two

best suited diversified datasets. One of them is based on research publications
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Table 3.2: Datasets Statistics

Features ACM [18] J.UCS [37]
Total Number of Research Papers 86,116 1,460
Total Number of Classes (Categories) at Root Level 11 13
Total Number of Categories’ Levels 3 3
Total Number of Research Papers without Keywords’ Section 3860 31
Single-Label Research Papers Percentage(%) 54% 51%
Multi-Label Research Papers Percentage(%) 46% 49%
Total Number of Journals or Conferences or Workshops 2,240 01

from Journal of Universal Computer Science (J.UCS) [37] and another one con-

tains research publications from the Association of Computing Machinery (ACM)

and developed by Santos et al. [18].The reason for the selection of J.UCS dataset

is twofold: J.UCS covers all topics of Computer Science and the researchers who

published their work belong to diversified domains and geographical regions, which

can help us to perform comprehensive evaluation. The detailed statistics of both

data sets are presented in Table 3.2. Similarly, the reason for the selection of

ACM [18] dataset is that it contains research publications from different confer-

ences, journals and the workshops. The detailed description of these two datasets

is presented in the following sections.

J.UCS dataset contains 1,460 research publications. It has extended the ACM

CCS98 with two more classes like L and M. Therefore, at top level, there are 13

distinct classes in J.UCS dataset rather than 11 classes as per ACM classification

(i.e. classes A-K correspond to the ACM classification with its subclassifications,

classes L (Science and Technology of Learning) and M (Knowledge Management)

were added to reflect the development of the Computer Science discipline). How-

ever, ACM dataset built by Santos [18] contains 86,116 research publications from

conferences, journals and workshops of diversified domains. Both datasets have

significant numbers of research articles associated with multiple classes.

3.2 Multi-Label Document Classification Frame-

work

This section describes a multi-label document classification mechanism in a formal

way. The classification process involves two steps: 1) Training and 2) Testing. The

number of documents along with their term-frequency obtained from Titles and

Keywords and their belonging Categories are parsed for training phase.
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Table 3.3: Test Document classification
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To understand the working of the proposed framework, one needs to understand

the Table 3.3. In Table 3.3, first column represent the total number of cate-

gories present in the dataset and these categories contain different number of

documents. The metadata columns represent the type of metadata from where

we have extracted the terms like either from the Titles or Keywords or from both

Titles & Keywords, in this Table 3.3 we have used Title and Titles & Keywords.

Next columns represent the number of terms and their frequencies contained by

the document that will be matched with category-wise terms which results in

category-wise computations. This computation is presented in category-wise com-

putation column. In Table 3.3, all the non-zero values for all categories mean that

all the categories contain particular words of the test document with that fre-

quency. Frequency means that how many times that particular word is repeated

in the particular category. Non-zero value is actually representing the frequency

of that word in Titles’ string or Title & Keywords’ string a category. Zero value

(frequency) means that word in a test document is not exist in that particular

category. We have computed the category-wise weight for the document by mul-

tiplying the both frequencies of matched document’s term with category’s term.

Similarly, adding all the weights of matched document’s terms. If no term of the

document matched with the terms of category then its weight becomes zero. For

instance, in Table 3.3, we can notice that for category E, there is no document’s

terms are matched so its weight is zero. We have also computed the total weight

of all categories for each metadata.

For instance, in Table 3.3, we have computed the total weight of 30 for metadata

(Title) and 62 for metadata (Title & Keywords). In the next column, we have

computed the contribution scores (membership value) of the document in each

category according to the metadata. For instance, we have computed the mem-

bership values of document for category A which are 0.03 for metadata (Title)

and 0.02 for metadata (Title & Keywords). After calculating these membership

values for each category, the next step is to predict the most suitable category for

that document. For this we have applied different threshold values (as shown in

Table 3.3) for the prediction of the categories. In this way, we have trained our

system (proposed approach) for the multi-label classification of the documents.

Subsequently, when a test document is received as an input to be classified, the

proposed approach tokenizes the Title and Keywords of the document and identify

the contribution scores of each term in the training dataset’ classes. Based on the

maximum score found in a class, the class is predicted for the test document based
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on some threshold value which will be discussed in detail in the Section 3.3.2. In

this way, more than one class can be predicted, as the terms could be matched with

more than one class depending upon the training dataset’s classes score contribu-

tions. To decide what value of score belongs to which class, the threshold value

is defined by conducting multiple experimental rounds in Section 3.3.2. Defining

the most optimal threshold value is a challenging task, for instance, see Table 3.3,

we have a test document with PID 665, it contains terms like metrics, ware, main-

tenance, estimation and effort having frequency 1 for all. We have computed the

contribution score of the document with respect to each class and predicted the

number of classes. On the basis of contribution score, class for the input article is

predicted by following the certain threshold criteria. At the threshold value 0.1,

there are large numbers of predicted classes as compared to the original class (D)

of the document. As the value of threshold increases, the ratio of the predicted

values decreases and it becomes zero at threshold value 0.3.

The framework of the proposed system is presented in Figure 3.1. The research
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Figure 3.1: Multi-Label Document Classification Framework

paper extractor module extracts reseach papers from the dataset.The system takes
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these research papers as an input to the metadata extractor module. The meta-

data extractor extracts metadata like Title, Keywords and Categories of research

papers from it and send to the preprocessor module as an input. After applying

some pre-processing steps, these metadata parameters are parsed and send to Cat-

egory wise Metadata Merger (CMM) algorithm to merge category wise metadata

of each research paper and stored category wise terms and their frequencies in a

database. The Multi-Label Classifier (MLC) predicts these research papers into

one or more than one categories. To enhance the performance of our approach,

the category updater is utilized to enrich our knowledge base (dataset) for the

articles’ classification.

The experiments on diversified datasets show that there are significant numbers

of articles that pertain to multiple categories as shown in Table 3.2. There is a

great possibility that a research paper is partially associated with one category

and is partially related to other categories. We have developed a mechanism for

the identification of such type of multiple classes. To tackle such type of over-

lapping, first the membership (here we find terms frequency weights or simply we

can say weight or association for each category) of scientific documents is found

with respect to each category and then the alpha-cut ”ϕ” (threshold) is applied

on that membership to identify the most relevant set of categories for the scien-

tific documents. The formal representation of identifying categories for scientific

documents is in Eq. 3.1:

∀µCi(D) ≥ ϕ =⇒ D : Ci (3.1)

Where D is the scientific document, Ci is the set of categories, ϕ is an alpha-cut

(threshold) which can be assign any value determine by domain experts; µCi(D)

is the membership (terms frequency weights) of D in category Ci and D : Ci

represents that scientific document D belongs to category set Ci.

3.2.1 Pre-processing

For the proposed framework, the metadata based features are extracted from the

research publications of the J.UCS dataset. From this dataset, three relational

tables are extracted which are used for feature selection process. These relations

are shown in the Figure 3.2. The articles relation can assist to acquire important
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Table 3.4: Research Papers’ Category Pairs (Sample)

Table 3.5: Research Papers of Same Category (Sample)
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Figure 3.2: J.UCS dataset’s Tables

metadata parameters such as research paper’s Title, Keywords etc. The cate-

gory’s relation has information about the classification system used by the J.UCS

to assign relevant categories to the research papers. It contains information like

category’s label, it’s different levels etc. The third relation is basically the rela-

tionship between the Papers and Category, which depicts that the article belongs

to which category. The research papers’ category pairs are generated by using

these three relations from the J.UCS dataset.

The papers’ category pairs contain Title, Keywords and original annotated cat-

egories of the research papers. The sample of papers’ categories pairs is shown

in the Table 3.4. In the Table 3.4, it can be seen that some papers belong to

more than one category, which motivates our multi-label classification further. To

make metadata parameters ready for experiments, some pre-processing steps like

normalization (conversion of all words into lowercase), removal of stop words from

the Title and Keywords of all research papers and conversion of all compound

words into the single words are performed.

3.2.2 Category-wise Metadata Merger Algorithm

Category-wise Metadata Merger (CMM) Algorithm merges the metadata of all

research papers that belong to the same category. In Table 3.5, we can see that

research paper such as 172, 173, 266, 267, 307, 311 and 354 are belong to the

category A. Similarly, research papers 665 & 764 are belong to category D and

research papers 410 & 491 are belong to category F. The CMM algorithm is pre-

sented in the Figure 3.3. The CMM algorithm extracts already processed Title and

Keywords from each research paper and merges (concatenates) them according to

their categories. The Titles of all research papers relating to each category are sep-

arately concatenated and the term frequency (TF) weights for these Titles strings
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are computed. Similarly, Keywords of all research papers relating to each category

are concatenated and the term frequency (TF) weights for these Keywords strings

are computed. Both, the Titles & Keywords are collectively concatenated for all

research papers relating to each category and the term frequency (TF) weights

for these Titles & Keywords string are computed. These TF weights with respect

to Title, Keywords and Title & Keywords strings are stored in the database with

respect to their categories and are computed by using the algorithm presented in

the Figure 3.3.The algorithm works as follows:

In pre-processing steps, the research papers according to their already annotated

categories are stored in the database. These categories-wise research papers are

given as input to this algorithm and it returns category-wise TF weights. In the

Figure 3.3: Category wise Metadata Merger Algorithm

Figure 3.3, the algorithm picks research paper one by one from each category (at

Line 4 & 5 ) and extracts Title of each research paper in a category and concate-

nates all Titles (at Line 9) of that particular category. Similarly, it extracts Key-

words of each research paper (if exist) in a category and concatenates all Keywords

(at Line 8) of that particular category. At the end of Line 10, we have a resultant

strings of Title and Keywords for each each category. Then these resultant strings
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of Title and Keywords are concatenated for each category (at Line 12) and these

categories-wise resultant strings are given as inputs to the Count Terms Frequency

module (at Line 13) to compute TF weights for each category. At the end of Line

14, we have computed category wise of all terms and their frequecies.

Computing Term Frequency Weights of Test Document, algorithm is proposed to

compute test document’s term frequency weights. The working of this algorithm

is depicted in the Figure 3.4. When a user inputs a research paper (test docu-

ment) for identification of its set of categories, the same pre-processing steps are

adopted as discussed above. From the Title and Keywords of the research paper,

the term frequency weights are computed for each term of the research article.

This algorithm takes test document as input and returns TF against each test

documents. It extracts Title and Keywords from the test documents and then

concatenates Title & Keywords to form the resultant string. Then the resultant

string is given to the Count Terms Frequency module to compute TF weights for

that test document. These TF weights return as an output to the user.

Figure 3.4: Algorithm for Computing Term Frequency Weights of Test Doc-
ument
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3.2.3 Multi-Label Classification (MLC)

The MLC is the core algorithm of proposed framework. It helps a user to find-out

the most relevant category or class for the input research article. When a user

inputs a test document for the identification of its set of categories. To compute

TF weights from the metadata of the test documents like Title and Keywords,

we used the algorithm which is presented in the Figure 3.4. Similarly, we have

already computed category-wise TF weights by using the CMM algorithm. There

are three inputs for the MLC algorithm; first is the test document’s terms and

their frequencies, second input is the category wise terms and their frequencies

and third input the threshold value which is selected by the domain expert. The

next task is to compare the test documents TF weights with all categories-wise TF

weights. For this comparison, the test document TF weights and category-wise

TF weights are given as an input to the Multi-Label Classification (MLC) algo-

rithm and it returns set of categories as output of the MLC algorithm. After the

comparison of these TF weights, the weights (Wc) for each category is calculated

from Line 3 to Line 8 (the comparison is also presented above in the Table 3.3).

The total weight (Weight Sum) of all the categories is also computed (at Line 9).

The next task is to compute membership (µyj(D)) (some weights or association

of test document with each category) of the test document with respect to each

category (at Line 11 & 12). At the end, it is predicted that how to assign the most

relevant category to the test document (at Line 13 & 14). For this purpose, MLC

predicts the most relevant category or set of categories for the test document on

the basis of its membership in each category.

The higher membership increases the chances of assigning that category to the

test documents. At this point, there are two possibilities to predict the most rel-

evant category or categories for the test document. One is to select the top most

category which has a higher membership among all categories and another possi-

bility is by applying some “ϕ” α-cut (threshold) to predict one or more than one

category. This threshold value is selected by the domain expert (which is discussed

in results section 3.3.2). After the prediction of category or set of categories for

the test document, the next task is to update the knowledge-base (repository) of

the proposed framework (at Line 15). For this, MLC updates terms frequency

weights for the particular category or set of categories acquired against the test

document. In this way, the knowledge-base is enriched for document classification

to enhance the performance of our classification approach.
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Figure 3.5: Multi-Label Classification (MLC) Algorithm

3.3 Results and Analysis

The proposed framework is implemented and tested on two diversified datasets,

one is the Journal of Universal Computer Science (J.UCS) dataset [37] and another

is ACM dataset developed by Santos et al. [18]. The reasons for the selection of

J.UCS dataset are twofold: 1) the J.UCS covers all areas of Computer Science

topics, 2) the authors belong to diversified domains which would help us in the

comprehensive evaluation of the proposed approach. Similarly, the reason for the

selection of ACM [18] dataset is that it contains research publications from the

different conferences, journals and the workshops. The detailed description of

these two datasets is presented in the section 3.3.3 and section 3.3.4 respectively.

The results of these datasets are evaluated on the following evaluation parameters.
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3.3.1 Evaluation Parameters

We performed comprehensive experiments on different and diversified datasets and

evaluated the results of these experiments by applying well-known evaluation mea-

sures for the multi-label classification. These evaluation parameters are accuracy,

precision, recall and F-measure and formulas for these evaluation parameters for

multi-label document classification proposed by Godbole and Sarawagi [62]. These

formulas are described below:

Accuracy: For each instance (research article), proportion of the predicted cor-

rect categories to the total number of (distinct actual and predicted) categories for

that research paper. Average Accuracy can be computed by using the following

formula which is shown in Eq. 3.2. Where Predicted categories are denoted as Pr,

Actual categories are denoted as Ac and n is the total number of papers.

Accuracy=
1

n

n∑
i=1

|Pri
⋂
Aci|

|Pri
⋃
Aci|

(3.2)

Precision: For each instance (research article), proportion of the predicted cor-

rect categories to the total number of predicted categories for that research paper.

Average Precision can be computed by using the following formula which is shown

in Eq. 3.3.

Precision=
1

n

n∑
i=1

|Pri
⋂
Aci|

|Pri|
(3.3)

Recall: For each instance (research article), proportion of the predicted correct

categories to the total number of actual categories for that research paper. Average

Recall can be computed by using the following formula which is shown in Eq. 3.4.

Recall=
1

n

n∑
i=1

|Pri
⋂
Aci|

|Aci|
(3.4)

F-Measure: It can be calculated by using the following formula which is shown

in Eq. 3.5.

F-Measure=
1

n

n∑
i=1

(
2(Precisioni)(Recalli)

Precisioni +Recalli

)
(3.5)
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3.3.2 Threshold (α-cut) Tuning

For the extrapolation of one or more than one categories, the proposed MLC al-

gorithm (see Figure 3.4) requires a threshold value which acts as a barrier for

the prediction of categories. The threshold value is selected from the membership

(µyj(D)) values computed by the MLC algorithm. For a test paper, if the com-

puted membership value for a category is equal or higher than threshold value,

then category is included in the set of predicted categories for a test paper.

Now the question crops up that how the optimal threshold value could be selected

by domain experts? The comprehensive series of experimental rounds is per-

formed to select the optimal threshold value. The first experiment is performed

on a dataset comprising of 100 research papers to select a range of values on which

a significant improvement in results could be seen by computing evaluation pa-

rameter values at each threshold value and used as the basis for comparing results

acquired on different thresholds. For this purpose, the evaluation process is started

from a minimum threshold value, for instance 0.05 and evaluated the performance

of proposed technique. Similarly, the threshold value has gradually increased from

0.05 to 0.4 and so on. After in-depth analysis of results, it is analyzed that good

results are achieved at a threshold value ranges from 0.1 to 0.3. But at the thresh-

old value less than 0.1 (< 0.1), too many categories are predicted. For instance, if

a research paper has one original category, the MLC algorithm predicted 5 cate-

gories at 0.1 threshold value. Similarly, there are multiple cases in which predicted

categories are more than the original categories at threshold value less than 0.1(<

0.1). The prediction of a large number of categories is reported due to very low

value of threshold value. On the other hand, when the threshold value is set to

more than 3.0 (> 3.0), the numbers of predicted categories became very low or

even there are many cases where the MLC algorithm predicted no category against

the research paper due to the high value of threshold. For example, if a research

paper has 5 original categories and at threshold value 3.0, in the most of cases the

proposed model predicted only one category.

After the selection of the range of values for threshold, the next task is to ac-

quire a suitable threshold value which could actually be used by the proposed

algorithm. For this, we have performed experiments on a dataset comprising of

100 research papers randomly selected from J.UCS and ACM. These 100 research

papers are taken from 11 different ACM categories (topics); for instance, “Infor-

mation systems”, “ Computer Systems Organization”, “Theory of Computing”
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etc. The evaluation parameters like precision, recall, F-measure and accuracy are

computed for different data sizes of research papers like 10, 20, 30,. . . , 100 at dif-

ferent threshold values like 0.10, 0.11, 0.12,. . . , 0.30. After the detailed analysis of

the first type of experiments, the most suitable threshold values are identified at

which the MLC algorithm yields significant results. In the second type of exper-

iments, the best threshold value of the first type of experiments is evaluated on

12 times bigger data size of research papers. Finally, the best threshold value of

the first type of experiments is evaluated on even larger data size i.e. 15 times of

the first experiments. These both bigger datasets belong to two different datasets

such as: J. UCS [37] and ACM [18]. These three types of experiments helped us

to find out the most optimum threshold value.

For the first type of experiments, we have utilized metadata (Title & Keywords) of

first 50 research papers from each J.UCS and ACM dataset (Total 100 research pa-

pers). Some of these papers belong to only one category (Single-label) but most of

these papers have more than one category (Multi-label). After the pre-processing

steps, the proposed MLC algorithm is applied for the multi-label document classi-

fication. Our aim of these first types of experiments is to identify the most suitable

threshold value at which the proposed MLC algorithm yields significant results.

The results of these 100 research papers are evaluated as follows: the evaluation

parameter values for 10 research papers are computed and the threshold value of

0.15 is identified at which MLC algorithm yields the best results. In the next exper-

iment, 10 more research papers are added to validate the previous best threshold

value. When we analyzed the results for 20 research papers, we came to know

that the best threshold value is 0.17. Similarly, we have incremented our data size

by adding 10 more research papers to validate the previous threshold values. We

have noticed that the best threshold value is increasing gradually by increasing

the number of research papers. When we increase the number of papers, at 70, we

achieved the threshold value of 0.2 which remained constant or negligible change

has been occurred while increasing the number of papers from 70 to 100. Each

set of research papers is evaluated on threshold range from 0.1 to 0.3 by using the

above evaluation parameters and analyzed the best threshold value for each set of

research papers at which we have achieved the best accuracy. In the Figure 3.6,

we have shown each set of research papers on X-axis and on the Y-axis, the only

best threshold values is presented on which we achieved the best accuracy for each

set of research papers. Hence from the first type of experiments on 100 research

papers, the proposed model achieved best results at threshold value of 0.2.
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In the above experiments for 100 research papers, the Term Frequencies (TF)
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Figure 3.6: Number of Papers Vs Threshold Values

weights for both Title & Keywords are computed by using the algorithm as de-

picted in the Figure 3.4. The category-wise TF weights for metadata (Title),

metadata (Keywords) and for both metadata (Title & Keywords) are already

stored separately. Then these research papers and their TF weights are given to

the MLC classifier for the prediction of set of categories for these research articles.

The exact matching has been performed between metadata (Title & Keywords)

of research paper’s terms and stored category-wise terms for metadata (Title &

Keywords) and computed the membership (µyj(D)) values for each categories.

We come to know that membership values are different for each category. These

membership values for each category are dependent on the frequent occurrence of

the test paper’s terms in each category. We have applied different threshold values

like 0.1, 0.11, 0.12, . . . , 0.3 which are selected from these membership values to

predict the set of categories for article.

The MLC algorithm has predicted set of categories for 100 research papers and

these predicted categories are evaluated by utilizing the well-known evaluation
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measures as described above in Section 3.3.1. Each set of research papers is evalu-

ated on threshold range from 0.1 to 0.3 and analyzed the best threshold value for

each set of research papers at which we have achieved the best accuracy. Hence

from the first type of experiments on 100 research papers our proposed model

achieved best results at threshold value of 0.2 and the results of all the best

threshold values on which we achieved the best results for each 10 set of research

papers are presented in the Figure 3.7 and we have plotted evaluation parameters

on Y-axis and best threshold values (membership values) on X-axis. The best

results for evaluation parameters such as accuracy, precision and F-measure are

attained at threshold value of 0.2. The best result for recall is achieved at thresh-

old value of 0.1.

From above first type of experiments, it is found that the optimum threshold
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Figure 3.7: Evaluation Parameters Vs Best Threshold Values

values is 0.2 and we have further investigated this predicted threshold value (0.2)

with more experiments on two different larger and diversified datasets i.e. 12 and

15 times bigger for the validation of this optimum threshold value. This threshold

value is considered as a benchmark for the prediction of categories by the MLC

algorithm.
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Table 3.6: J.UCS Dataset Statistics

Categories Number of Papers
A 41
B 77
C 172
D 585
E 62
F 445
G 125
H 760
I 372
J 105
K 236
L 33
M 26
Total Number of Research Papers 1,460
Total Number of Categories 13
Total Number of Papers Containing Categories 1147
Total Number of Papers without Keywords’ Section 31

3.3.3 Evaluation of Threshold on J.UCS Dataset

We have critically analyzed the results of second type of experiments on almost 12

times larger Journal of Universal Computer Science (J.UCS) dataset as compared

to the first type of experiments on 100 research papers. It contains 1,460 research

publications from the diversified domains of Computer Science. The statistics for

J.UCS dataset are presented in Table 3.6. Number of research papers in each

category is also provided in Table 3.6.This dataset contains 3,039 total numbers

of papers’ categories pairs and then these pairs are merged with respect to their

categories.

After applying the pre-processing steps on articles’ metadata parameters as ex-

plained in the section 3.2.1.The papers-wise terms frequency weights are computed

by utilizing the algorithm presented in the Figure 3.4. Similarly, from the meta-

data of the articles, the category-wise terms frequency weights are computed by

using the Category-wise Metadata Merger (CMM).). The Category-wise distinct

keywords (terms) count is shown in the Figure 3.8.

We have computed the evaluation parameters results at threshold value 0.2 (best

threshold value for first type of experiments) for different metadata such as Title,
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Keywords and Title & Keywords. At benchmark threshold value 0.2, it is ana-

lyzed that for metadata (Title), the obtained F-measure value is 0.75, for metadata

(Keywords) the achieved the F-measure value is 0.73 and for metadata (Title &

Keywords) the achieved the F-measure value is 0.72. The results at this bigger

dataset are almost quite close to the best threshold value (0.2) for the first type

of experiments that is F-measure value is 0.75. Hence, experimental results show

that the results are almost closed for both 100 research papers and for 12 time

large dataset.

We have further investigated and evaluated experiments on different threshold val-

ues (0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, and 0.3) to analyze that at which threshold value MLC

algorithm have produced best results and how far this threshold value could be

more optimal than the benchmark of value 0.2. For the evaluation of experiments

on these five threshold values (0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25 and 0.3), the experiments are

performed on J.UCS dataset in three ways such as: Title, Keywords and Title

& Keywords of the research papers to find out the performance of our results

and to make sure which metadata and threshold value yields better evaluation

parameters results for multi-label document classification. J.UCS dataset results
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Table 3.7: J.UCS Dataset Results

are presented in Table 3.7 below. The detailed description and analysis of above

mentioned experiments and their results are as follows:

• Experiments on research papers’ Titles

• Experiments on research papers’ Keywords

• Experiments on both research papers’ Titles and Keywords

3.3.3.1 Experiments on Research Papers’ Titles

In Table 3.2, it is already described that in J.UCS dataset, there are 1,460 research

papers and from these research papers, there are only 1,147 research articles have

author’s provided categories. Therefore, 1,147 papers’ category pairs are generated

in the pre-processing step (section 3.2.1).From these papers’ category pairs; we

have selected all distinct research papers and their Titles. By using this metadata

(Research Papers’ Titles), the Terms Frequency (TF) weights are computed for

each research paper by using the algorithm presented in the Figure 3.4 and TF

weights for each category are computed by using the algorithm presented in the

Figure 3.3. After the completion of pre-processing step, these paper-wise TF
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weights and category-wise TF weights are given as an input to the Multi-Label

Classifier (MLC) algorithm (see Figure 3.5) for the prediction of research papers

categories. The MLC algorithm predicts a set of categories on the basis of different

threshold values. It has been described above that the experiments are performed

on five different threshold values and result is presented in Table 3.7. For the

performance evaluation of these predicted results, the evaluation parameters are

utilized as described above in section 3.3.1. In the Figure 3.9), J.UCS dataset

results are presented according to the evaluation parameters for the multi-label

document classification. The evaluation parameter values are presented on Y-axis

and threshold values on X-axis. Based on in-depth analysis of the results of J.UCS

dataset for metadata (Title), our findings are listed below:

• At a threshold value of 0.25, the performance of MLC algorithm is best

among all other threshold values, for all evaluation parameters such as: ac-

curacy, precision and F-measure except for the recall parameter which per-

formed best on threshold value 0.1.

• The performance of the MLC algorithms is decreased as the threshold value

is decreased from 0.25 to 0.1. This decrease in evaluation parameter values

is reported due to the large number of predicted categories as compared to

the original categories of the research papers.

• Similarly, when the threshold value is increased from 0.25 to higher, the

performance of MLC algorithm became decrease due to very low numbers of

predicted categories.

3.3.3.2 Experiments on Research Papers’ Keywords

In this section, the experiments by using metadata (Research Papers’ Keywords)

from the research papers of the J.UCS dataset are presented. The Keywords are

extracted from the authors provided keyword section in the research papers and

assigned research papers’ categories to these keywords. Same process has been

followed as discussed above metadata (Research Papers’ Title) for pre-processing

task and for prediction of the categories for the research papers by using the MLC

algorithm. For the performance evaluation of these predicted results, the same

standard evaluation parameters (i.e., accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure)
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Figure 3.9: J.UCS Dataset: Evaluation Parameters Results for Metadata
(Title)

are utilized. In the Figure 3.10, J.UCS dataset results for metadata (Keywords) are

presented and evaluation parameters values are plotted on Y-axis and threshold

values on X-axis. After the in-depth analysis of the results of J.UCS dataset for

metadata (Keywords), the following points are observed:

• At threshold value 0.2, the performance of MLC algorithm is the best among

all other threshold values for all evaluation parameters such as: accuracy,

precision and F-measure except from the recall parameter which performed

best for threshold value 0.1. This threshold value is much closer to the

threshold value of 0.25 for metadata (Title) which produced best results at

this threshold value and is close to that threshold value of 0.17 for the first

experiments for 50 research papers.

• The performance of the MLC algorithms became decrease as the threshold

value is decreased from 0.2 to 0.1. This performance decreases due to large

number of predicted categories as compared to the original categories of the

research papers.
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Figure 3.10: J.UCS Dataset: Evaluation Parameters Results for Metadata
(Keywords)

• Similarly, when the threshold value is increased from 0.2 to higher, the perfor-

mance of MLC algorithm became decrease due to small number of predicted

categories.

• We have critically analyzed that why Keywords results are relatively low

as compared to the Title? In our experiments, total numbers of research

papers are 1,147 from which all contain the Title parameter. But in case

of Keywords, there are 31 research papers which do not contain author pro-

vided keywords. Consequently, it has affected the performance of the results

predicted by using the Keywords of the research papers only. Furthermore,

the author provided Keywords are very generic as compared to the words

represented in the Titles of research papers.

3.3.3.3 Experiments on Research Papers’ Titles & Keywords

In the above two sections, the evaluation of the performance Title and metadata

Keywords is presented. In this section, the experiments performed on collective
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metadata parameters Title & Keywords from the research papers of the J.UCS

dataset are presented. All the Title & Keywords from title and authors provided

keyword section are extracted. Same process has been followed as discussed above

for metadata (Research Papers’ Title) for pre-processing step and for the predic-

tion of the categories for the research papers by using the MLC algorithm. For

the performance evaluation of these predicted results, in the Figure 3.11, J.UCS

dataset results for metadata (Title & Keywords) are presented and the evalua-

tion parameter values are plotted on Y-axis and threshold values on X-axis. The

in-depth analysis of the results for J.UCS dataset for Title & Keywords yielded

following points:

• At threshold value 0.25, the performance of MLC algorithm is the best among

all other threshold values for all evaluation parameters such as: accuracy,

precision and F-measure except for the recall parameter which performed

best on threshold value 0.1. This threshold value is much closer to the

threshold value of 0.2 for Keywords which produced best results at this

threshold value. But this threshold value is exactly equal to the threshold

value for Title. Consequently, at threshold value 0.25, the performance of

the MLC algorithm is best for the evaluation parameters.

• For Title & Keywords the performance of the MLC algorithms became de-

crease when the threshold value is decreased from 0.25 to 0.1. This is due to

large number of predicted categories as compared to the original categories

of the research papers. Similar behavior is also reported for metadata Title.

• Similarly, when the threshold value is increased from 0.25 to higher, the

performance of MLC algorithm became decrease. This decrease in evalu-

ation parameters values is reported due to very low numbers of predicted

categories.

• We have critically analyzed that why metadata (Title & Keywords) results

are relatively low as compared to the metadata (Title)? When we added

metadata (Keywords) with the metadata (Title) then the metadata ( Title

& Keywords) becomes somehow noisy and due to this noisy metadata (

Title & Keywords), the TF weights for these terms are increased. Due to

this reason, at low threshold values, MLC algorithm predicts more categories

as compared to the predicted categories of metadata ( Title).
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Figure 3.11: J.UCS Dataset: Evaluation Parameters Results for Metadata
(Title & Keywords)

The experiments are performed on the J.UCS dataset and performance evaluation

of these experimental results is conducted by using the evaluation parameters pro-

posed by [62] for the multi-label document classification. The experimental results

are analyzed in detail by applying different threshold values to MLC algorithm.

It yields different results at different threshold values.

• MLC algorithm performance is significantly good at threshold value 0.25 as

shown in the above mentioned experimental results figures for the J.UCS

dataset. At this threshold value, MLC algorithm’s performance is good for

both metadata (Title) and metadata ( Title & Keywords).

• The results of MLC algorithm are good in the range from 0.2 to 0.25 thresh-

old values. When we choose threshold value less than 0.2 it predicts more

categories which may decrease the accuracy as well as precision values. On

the other hand, it may increase the recall values. If the threshold value has

increased from 0.25 then the number of predicted categories is too low which

results in decreasing all evaluation parameter values.
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Hence for this particular dataset, the most optimum threshold value is 0.25 which

produces most significant results for multi-label document classification. For

benchmark threshold value of 0.2, the metadata (Title) achieved F-measure value

of 0.75, however, in this dataset; the best F-measure achieved was 0.91. Therefore,

we are 0.16 points away using the fine tuned threshold value. The threshold value

of 0.2 will further be evaluated on ACM dataset. Then at the end we will be

able to conclude the best threshold value. Similarly, MLC algorithm yields better

results at threshold value 0.25 for the metadata (Keywords) with F-measure of

0.69 with the error rate of 0.04 for threshold value 0.2. MLC algorithm also yields

better results at threshold value 0.25 for the metadata ( Title & Keywords) with

F-Measure value of 0.71 with the error rate of 0.01 for threshold value 0.2. Hence,

the error rate with respect to the benchmark optimum threshold value 0.2 is very

small and may be negligible. We can say that at threshold value 0.2, the proposed

MLC algorithm gives better results for metadata (Title) in terms of multi-label

document classification. We have further validated the optimal threshold value

(0.2) on 15 time bigger dataset (ACM dataset) as compared to the first experi-

ment on 100 papers. The detailed description of ACM dataset and the evaluation

of optimum threshold value are presented in the following section.

3.3.4 Evaluation of Threshold on ACM Dataset

The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) dataset [18], contains 86,116

research publications from different workshops, conferences and journals. It en-

compasses 11 distinct categories at the top level of ACM computing classification

system (CSS). Statistics for ACM dataset is presented in Table 3.8. This dataset

contains research papers which belong to one category or multiple categories as

presented in Table 3.2. Number of research papers in each category is also pro-

vided in Table 3.8. This dataset contains 137,679 total numbers of papers’ cate-

gory pairs and then these pairs are merged with respect to their categories. After

applying the pre-processing steps on the metadata of the research papers from

ACM dataset, the papers-wise terms frequency weights are computed by using the

algorithm presented in the Figure 3.4. Similarly, from the metadata of the re-

search papers, the category-wise terms frequency weights are computed by using

the Category-wise Metadata Merger (CMM) algorithm which is explained above

in section 3.2.2 (Figure 3.3). Category-wise distinct keywords (terms) count is

shown in the Figure 3.12. For the evaluation of ACM dataset’s experiments (15
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Table 3.8: ACM Dataset Statistics

Categories Number of Papers
A 648
B 9,904
C 12,314
D 31,301
E 566
F 8,243
G 4,217
H 30,778
I 24,458
J 1,377
K 13,873
Total Number of Research Papers 86,116
Total Number of Categories 11
Total Number of Papers Containing Categories 54,994
Total Number of Paper’s Category Pairs 1,37,679
Total Number of Different Workshops, Conferences and Journals 2,240

time bigger dataset than first experiments for 100 research papers), similar thresh-

old values (as for J.UCS dataset) 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25 and 0.3 have been evaluated for

the ACM dataset. This dataset contains 86,116 research publications from 2,240

different workshops, conferences and journals. From these 86,116 research publi-

cations there are only 54,994 research publications which entail authors provided

categories or classes and from these 54, 994 research papers we have generated

137,679 papers’ category pairs. These statistics for ACM dataset are already pre-

sented above in Table 3.8.

We have critically analyzed the results of third type of experiments on 15 time

larger dataset as compared to the first type of experiments on 100 research pa-

pers. The evaluation parameters results at benchmark threshold of value 0.2 are

calculated for different metadata parameters such as Title, Keywords and Title &

keywords. At this threshold value of 0.2, the F-measure value of 0.92 is achieved

for metadata (Title), F-measure value of 0.73 for metadata (Keywords) and F-

measure value of 0.86 for metadata (Title & keywords) for the proposed MLC

algorithm. The experimental results are further evaluated and compared on dif-

ferent threshold values (0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, and 0.3) to validate that at which

threshold value MLC algorithm produces best results for this larger dataset. For

the evaluation of experiments on these five threshold values (0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25

and 0.3), the experiments are performed on ACM dataset. The results of these ex-

periments for ACM dataset are presented in Table 3.9 below. These experimental

results are presented in three ways to analyze the effectiveness of our results and
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Figure 3.12: Category-wise Distinct Terms Count (ACM Dataset)

to analyze that which metadata and threshold value yields better evaluation pa-

rameters results for multi-label document classification. The detailed description

and analysis of these experiments and their results are as given below:

• Experiments on research papers’ Titles

• Experiments on research papers’ Keywords

• Experiments on both research papers’ Titles and Keywords

3.3.4.1 Experiments on Research Papers’ Titles

In Table 3.8, it is already described that in ACM dataset, there are 86,116 research

papers and from these research papers, only 54,994 research papers have author’s

provided categories. Therefore, 137,679 papers’ category pairs are generated in

the pre-processing step (section 3.2.1). From these papers’ category pairs, first

1500 research papers and their Titles are selected for evaluation of the results. By

using this metadata (Research Papers’ Titles), the Terms Frequency (TF) weights
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Table 3.9: ACM Dataset Results

are computed for each research paper by using the algorithm presented in the Fig-

ure 3.4.The TF weights for each category are also computed by using the algorithm

presented in the Figure 3.3. For the performance evaluation of predicted results

for metadata (Title), the standard evaluation parameters as described above in

section 3.3.1 are utilized. In the Figure 3.13, ACM dataset results are presented

according to the evaluation parameters for the multi-label document classifica-

tion. The evaluation parameter values are plotted on Y-axis and threshold values

on X-axis. After the critical analysis of the results of ACM dataset for metadata

(Title), we have concluded that:

• At threshold value 0.2, the performance of MLC algorithm is the best among

all other threshold values for all evaluation parameters such as: accuracy,

precision and F-measure except for the recall parameter which performed

best on threshold value 0.1.

• The performance of the MLC algorithms gradually became decrease as the

threshold value decreased from 0.2 to 0.1. This decrease in evaluation pa-

rameters values is reported due to large number of predicted categories as

compared to the original categories of the research papers.
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• Similarly, when the threshold value is increased from 0.2 to higher, the evalu-

ation parameters values gradually decrease due to small number of predicted

categories.

Figure 3.13: ACM Dataset: Evaluation Parameters Results for Metadata
(Title)

3.3.4.2 Experiments on Research Papers’ Keywords

In this section, the experiments performed by using the metadata (Research Pa-

pers’ Keywords) from the research papers of the ACM dataset are presented. All

keywords are extracted from the authors provided keywords’ section in the re-

search papers and assigned categories of the research papers’ to these keywords.

Same process has been followed as discussed above for metadata (Research Pa-

pers’ Title) for preprocessing step and for the prediction of the categories for the

research papers by using the MLC algorithm. To evaluate the performance of

these predicted results the standard evaluation parameters (i.e., accuracy, preci-

sion, recall and F-measure) are utilized. In the Figure 3.14, ACM dataset results

for metadata (Keywords) are presented and the evaluation parameter values are
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Figure 3.14: ACM Dataset: Evaluation Parameters Results for Metadata
(Keywords)

plotted on Y-axis and threshold values on X-axis. Based on the in-depth analysis

of the results of J.UCS dataset for metadata (Keywords), we have concluded that:

• At threshold value 0.2, the performance of MLC algorithm is the best among

all other threshold values for all evaluation parameters such as: accuracy,

precision and F-measure except for the recall parameter which performed

best on threshold value 0.1same as metadata (Title) performance.

• The performance of the MLC algorithms gradually became decrease as the

threshold value decreases from 0.2 to 0.1. This decrease in evaluation pa-

rameters valuse is due to large number of predicted categories as compared

to the original categories of the research papers.

• Similarly, when the threshold value is increased from 0.2 to higher, the eval-

uation parameters values gradually decreased due to small number of pre-

dicted categories.

• We have critically analyzed that why metadata (Keywords) results are rel-

atively low as compared to the metadata (Title)? In experiments, total
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numbers of research papers are 1,500 and all of them contribute for the pre-

diction of the categories for the metadata (Title) results as the Title of every

research article is available. However, in case of metadata (Keywords), there

are 90 research papers which have not been assigned keywords by the au-

thors. Therefore, the proposed approach’s performance is low for metadata

(Keywords) as compared to the performance of the metadata (Title).

3.3.4.3 Experiments on Research Papers’ Titles and Keywords

In the above two sections, the performance evaluation of the metadata (Title) and

metadata (Keywords) is presented. In this section, the experiments on collectively

metadata parameters (Title & Keywords) from the research papers of the ACM

dataset are presented. All the Title & Keywords are extracted from title and au-

thors provided keyword section in the research papers. The same process has been

followed as discussed above for metadata (Research Papers’ Title) for preprocess-

ing task and for the prediction of the categories for the research papers by using

the MLC algorithm. For the performance evaluation of these predicted results,

in the Figure 3.15, ACM dataset results for metadata (Title & Keywords) are

presented and evaluation parameters values are plotted on Y-axis and threshold

values on X-axis. Based on the in-depth analysis of the results of ACM dataset

for metadata (Title & Keywords), we have concluded that:

• At threshold value 0.2, the performance of MLC algorithm is the best among

all other threshold values for all evaluation parameters such as: accuracy,

precision and F-measure except for the recall parameter which performed

best on threshold value 0.1 same as metadata (Title) and metadata (Key-

words). Consequently, threshold value 0.2 is an optimum value in which the

performance of MLC algorithm is the best for the evaluation parameters.

• For metadata (Title & Keywords) the performance of the MLC algorithms

gradually became lower as the threshold value decreased from 0.2 to 0.1. The

decrease in evaluation parameters values is reported due to large number of

predicted categories as compared to the original categories of the research

papers. Similar behavior is reported for both metadata (Title) and metadata

(Keywords).
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• Similarly, when the threshold value is increased from 0.2 to higher, the per-

formance of MLC algorithm became low due to small number of predicted

categories as we have examined for both metadata (Title) and metadata

(Keywords).

• We have critically analyzed that why metadata (Title & Keywords) results

are relatively low as compared to the metadata (Title) and metadata (Key-

words)? When we added metadata (Keywords) with the metadata (Title)

then metadata (Title & Keywords) becomes somehow noisy and due to this

noisy metadata (Title & Keywords) the TF weights for these terms get in-

creased. Due to this reason, at low threshold values, MLC algorithm pre-

dicts more set of categories as compared to the predicted set of categories

of metadata (Title) and metadata (Keywords). Similarly, when we increase

the threshold values for the metadata (Title & Keywords) then there is a

very low ratio of correct predicted set of categories because at high threshold

value, MLC predicts small number of categories.

Figure 3.15: ACM Dataset: Evaluation Parameters Results for Metadata
(Title & Keywords)
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The experiments are performed on the ACM dataset for evaluation of these ex-

perimental results is conducted by using the evaluation parameters proposed by

[62] for the multi-label document classification. We have critically analyzed these

experimental results by applying different threshold values to our MLC algorithm.

It yields different results at different threshold values.

• MLC algorithm performance is significantly good at threshold value 0.2 as

shown in the above mentioned experimental results figures for the ACM

dataset. At this threshold value, MLC algorithm’s performance is good for all

metadata (Title), metadata (Keywords) and metadata (Title & Keywords).

• The results of MLC algorithm are good when the threshold value ranges

from 0.2 to 0.25. If we pick a threshold value less than 0.2, it predicts more

categories which may decrease in accuracy as well as precision values. On

the other hand it may increases the recall value and if we increase threshold

value from 0.25 then the number of predicted categories are very small which

result in decreasing all evaluation parameters values.

It has been noticed from above experiments that the proposed MLC algorithm

produced better results at threshold value 0.2 for all metadata (Title), metadata

(Keywords) and metadata (Title & Keywords).

Hence, three different types of experiments are performed one on small dataset

(100 research papers) and two experiments on large datasets, one is 12 times

(J.UCS dataset) and other is 15 times (ACM) bigger than the dataset on which

threshold was tuned. Above experimental results show that for first and third

types of experiment the most optimum threshold value is same that is 0.2. But for

the second type of experiments, the results at threshold value 0.25 remained the

best; however, the results are close enough to threshold value 0.2. Therefore, by

doing comprehensive experiments on different data sizes, it has been identified that

at threshold value 0.2; the proposed model yields significant results for diversified

datasets by exploiting only metadata of the research papers. Similarly, proposed

model yields significant numbers of results for metadata (Title) at threshold value

0.2 as compared to the other metadata such as metadata (Keywords) and metadata

(Title & Keywords).
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3.4 Single-Label Document Classification

The proposed approach is evaluated on both datasets for single-label document

classification as well. The proposed MLC algorithm predicts only the category

which has highest membership value among all other categories. If there is a tie

among more than one category with their highest membership value then all those

categories are considered. Unlike multi-label classification, the threshold value is

not required for single-label document classification. It’s a binary decision whether

a research paper is correctly classified or not. For evaluation, a confusion matrix for

binary decisions is utilized which is shown in the Figure 3.16. The experimental

results have been evaluated for 1,147 research papers from the J.UCS dataset.

We have assumed that the categories annotated by the authors to these research

papers are correct and we have conducted our experiments on all 1,147 distinct

research papers’ category pairs. In the Figure 3.17, the metadata parameters

Figure 3.16: Binary Classification Evaluation Measures

on X-axis and evaluation parameters values form are plotted on Y-axis. We have

critically analyzed the results of all evaluation parameters with respect to the

different metadata values and pointed out the following observations:

• An MLC algorithm performs well against all the evaluation parameters on

different metadata parameters and almost 0.87 times it correctly classifies

the research papers.
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Figure 3.17: J.UCS Dataset: Metadata Vs Evaluation Parameters

• We have assumed that the annotated categories are correct that’s why pre-

cision of our MLC algorithm is 100% as all predicted categories are correct

and there is no False Positive (FP).

• Proposed approach’s accuracy and recall have same values because there is

no True Negative (TN) value in the confusion matrix.

Similarly, the experiments are performed on ACM dataset and for these experi-

ments we have taken 1,500 research papers from ACM dataset. Similar assumption

has also been taken for these experiments that already categories annotated by

authors to these research papers are correct and we have conducted our experi-

ments on all 1,500 distinct research papers’ category pairs. In the Figure 3.18, we

have plotted different metadata parameters on X-axis and evaluation parameters

values are plotted on Y-axis. After the critical analysis of these experiments with

different metadata parameters we have concluded that:
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• An MLC algorithm performs well against all the evaluation parameters on

different metadata parameters and almost 88% times it correctly classifies

the research papers.

• We have assumed that the annotated categories are correct that’s why pre-

cision of our MLC algorithm is 100% as all predicted categories are correct

and there is no False Positive (FP).

• Proposed approach’s accuracy and recall have same values because there is

no True Negative (TN) value in the confusion matrix.
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Figure 3.18: ACM Dataset: Metadata Vs Evaluation Parameters

3.5 Summary

This chapter presents a novel approach to classify research articles by applying

comprehensive proposed mechanism. Two types of document classifications are

performed (i) one is multi-label and other is (ii) single-label document classifica-

tion. Different experiments are performed for multi-label as well as single-label
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document classification by exploiting only metadata like Title, Keywords and Ti-

tle & Keywords of the research papers and evaluated on two diversified datasets

ACM and J.UCS. For multi-label document classification, different experiments

have been performed on different data sizes to find out the optimum threshold

values and metadata for the proposed model to predict one or more than one cat-

egory. The experimental results depicted that the proposed model achieves good

results at the threshold value of 0.2 for 100 research papers as well as for 15 times

larger dataset (ACM). The results of this threshold value are also very closer to the

best results for 12 time larger dataset (J.UCS) with a very low error rate. Conse-

quently, we have identified the optimum threshold value 0.2 and metadata (Title)

at which proposed model yields the best results by exploiting only metadata of the

research papers and perform multi-label document classification. These results for

both single-label and multi-label document classification at threshold value 0.2,

are compared with the state-of-the-art classification approaches and are presented

in the Chapter 5.



Chapter 4

Multi-Label Document

Classification based on Paper’s

References

The profusion of documents production at an exponential rate over the web has

made it difficult for the scientific community to retrieve most relevant informa-

tion against the query. The research community is busy in proposing innovative

mechanisms to ensure the document retrieval in a flexible manner. The document

classification is a core concept of information retrieval that classifies the documents

into predefined categories. Though the idea of document classification was coined

in 60’s but has gained a paramount interest in the early 90’s due to the increased

availability of research articles in digital form [7]. The major portion of document

classification techniques tackles the issue of research articles’ classification.

These schemes perform either single-label (i.e., classifying the items into single

class) classification or multi-label classification (i.e., classifying the items into more

than one class) [21–23]. However, the state-of-the-art trend pertaining to single-

label classification techniques is at large-scale in than multi-label classification.

Since multi-labeling requires more extensive effort to produce the set of compre-

hensive features. We argue that a research article may belong to more than one

category due to the linkage of diversified concepts with multiple domains, the ar-

gument is already validated via experiments on diversified datasets (see Chapter 3,

Table 3.2). Hence, multi-label classification is a daunting but demanding at the

same time. Most of the multi-label classification schemes yield low accuracy and

classify research articles into a limited number of categories [14, 29, 30].

68
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Can we perform multi-label classification to classify research articles into multi-

ple classes using papers’ references available openly on the Web? This chapter

presents a novel framework based on multi-label classification, the insights of its

implementation and evaluation to address the above question. As described earlier

(see Chapter 3), this dissertation is focused at scrutinization of metadata potential

due to its free availability on various platforms (i.e., IEEE , ACM , and Springer)

than content based features. Now the important task is the selection of most

suitable metadata parameters. The one logical and optimal parameter could be

the citations of research papers. Diverse types of relationships exist between cit-

ing and cited documents [63]. The citation delineates a relationship between part

and whole of the cited documents [24]. Moreover, the references are reckoned as

quintessential indicator when it comes to recommending relevant research papers

[13, 64, 65]. Therefore, we have selected the reference’s section of research articles

to map it into predefined categories. Different assumptions are presented below

to signify the selection of reference parameter further.

1. Contemplate a scenario where you have an article that belongs to a specific

topic, and you want to acquire more research articles on the same topic,

one of the possible ways would be to look for references and citations of

that particular paper because there is surety of relationship existence among

them[24].

2. Most of the time, cited and citing work lie under the same category or topic.

The articles cited by the authors usually belong to the similar categories.

3. The contemporary state-of-the-art approaches have not employed references

of the papers to classify research documents.

The initial experimental phase of this framework is published in a reputed confer-

ence named as MEDES, an ACM Conference [10]. The proposed mechanism not

only performs single-label classification, but also achieves multi-label classification.

For the evaluations of proposed technique, two different datasets, (1) J.UCS [37]

and (2) ACM [18] have been utilized. The statistics of both datasets are presented

in Table 3.2.
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4.1 Citation Based Category Identification (CBCI)

Framework

The proposed framework is presented to classify research articles into multiple cat-

egories using reference’s section of research papers is termed as “Citation Based

Category Identification” (CBCI) [10]. This section presents the detailed overview

of applied methodological steps. In the preprocessing, the Reference Extractor au-

tomatically extracts the references of the research papers from the web and made

the Topic-Reference (TR) pairs and stored in the database as presented in the

Figure 4.1. Similarly, the references of the test paper also extracted by the Meta-

data Extractor. The classifier then finds the similarity of each reference of the test

paper with category wise all references in the dataset. After finding the similarity

value for each category against all references of the test paper, we also computed

the total similarity value for all categories. Then the classifier will predict the

set of categories for the test paper based on some threshold value. The updater

module will also update the dataset according to the predicted categories and test

paper references. The graphical depiction of the proposed framework is presented

in Figure 4.1. The sub-sections are organized as follows: Section 4.1.1, presents

the mechanism to identify the overlapping categories. Section 4.1.2 illustrates the

common and important steps of pre-processing to make the documents ready for

input. Section 4.1.3 elaborates the CBCI algorithm and it’s working.

4.1.1 Document Representation

The experiments on diversified dataset show that there are significant numbers of

papers that belong to multiple categories as shown in Table 3.2. There is a great

possibility that a research paper is partially associated with one category and is

partially associated to other categories. We have developed a mechanism for the

identification of such type of overlapping which is already described in Eq. 3.1

(Chapter 3).

4.1.2 Pre-processing

The data pre-processing step is obligatory to make the input file ready for exper-

iments. First of all, the metadata from each research paper is extracted which is
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Figure 4.1: Citation Based Category Identification (CBCI) Framework

being used for the classification of research papers. The extracted metadata con-

tains author, category (topic) and references as depicted in the Figure 4.2. Author

information contains a list of all authors provided in the research paper. Category

information contains the list of all categories provided by the authors of research

papers. References contain all the extracted references from the article’s reference

section. On the basis of extracted metadata parameters, the Topic (category) and

Reference (TR) pairs are generated and stored in the database to assign a topic

(category) to the input article. In CBCI framework, references extractor extracts

all the references from the web links provided by J.UCS database [37] and stored

in the database according to their research papers. We have already extracted the

research papers and their author annotated categories (topics). Most of the time,

the cited and citing papers belong to the same category. For instance, if a re-

search paper belongs to the topic “Information System” (Category H), then there

is a high probability that all of its references would also be from the topic “Infor-

mation System” (Category H). Relying on this assumption, the Topic-Reference

(TR) pairs are generated from the references stored in the database along with the

matching category (topic) of their research papers once for all the research papers
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and their references. When a user inputs a test document to identify its category,

the system utilizes the stored TR pairs to recommend the possible appropriate

category or categories.

4.1.3 Citation Based Category Identification (CBCI) Al-

gorithm

The CBCI algorithm is an important concept of this proposed framework. The

CBCI elaborates the idea of identifying category for a user provided research pa-

per and is presented in Figure 4.3. In pre-processing step (Section 4.1.2), we have

generated TR pairs and stored them in a database for the identification of relevant

categories. When a new test article is received in a system, the metadata extractor

extracts references from it. The extracted references and already stored TR pairs

are assigned to the classifier module for further processing. The classifier module

is based on the well-renowned Levenshtein similarity method [66]. This similarity

method is widely utilized in the literature [67–69]. In the classifier module, test pa-

per’s references are matched with all the TR pairs. After the matching process, the
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membership Simc (System generated Category Weight (SCW ) termed as similar-

ity from hereafter) of the test document is computed with respect to each category.

We have also calculated the total similarity (Similarity Sum) for all the categories.

The next step is the computation of membership (µ(TD)) (some weights or asso-

ciation of test document with each category) of the test document with respect

to each category. After locating the membership (µ(TD)), the next question is

how to predict or assign the most relevant category for the test document? For

this purpose, CBCI predicts the most relevant category or set of categories for

the test document on the basis of its membership (µ(TD)) in each category. This

membership represents the strength of the resultant classification category gener-

ated by the proposed system. The higher membership increases the probability

of assigning that category to the test documents. At this point, there are two

Figure 4.3: Citation Based Category Identification (CBCI) Algorithm

possibilities to predict the most relevant category or categories for the test docu-

ment. One is to select the top most category which has the highest membership

among all categories and other possibility is to apply some “ϕ”-cut (threshold) to

predict more than one categories. The process of threshold selection is performed

by the domain expert after applying distinct experiments which are discussed in
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section 4.2.1. After the category or set of categories prediction, the next task is to

update the knowledge-base (repository) of the proposed framework. For this task,

CBCI updates TR pairs for the particular category or set of categories which are

suggested to the input document. In this way, the knowledge-based repository is

enriched to enhance the performance of our classification approach.

4.2 Results and Discussion

The implemented approach is implemented and evaluated on two different datasets,

one is the Journal of Universal Computer Science (J.UCS) dataset [37] and an-

other is an ACM dataset [18]. The detailed description of the results of these two

datasets is presented in the following sections.

4.2.1 Threshold (α-cut) Tuning

The proposed CBCI algorithm (as presented above in the Figure 4.3) has per-

formed multi-label document classification on the basis of a threshold value. This

threshold value acts as an impediment for the prediction of categories. It is se-

lected from the membership values computed by the CBCI algorithm. For a test

paper, if the computed membership value for a category is either equal or higher

than that threshold value, then that category is included in the set of predicted

categories for a test paper. Different experiments are also performed to find out

the optimum threshold value at which we may acquire the best results.

We have performed different experiments on J.UCS dataset (see Table 4.1) re-

garding the prediction of a set of categories on different threshold values. For

instance, when we have matched test paper’s references with all categories-wise

references, the CBCI algorithm forecasts those categories (topics or classes) which

contain a large number of references and the categories which have a low number

of references were not predicted. Due to this, the efficiency of CBCI algorithm

got decreased. After critically analyzing this problem, it has been identified; these

results are due to class-imbalanced problem [70]. To resolve this issue, we have

balanced/normalized all categories to a fixed number (1,000) references from each

category. By doing this, CBCI algorithm returns significant results, by taking

1,000 references from each category for matching with the test paper’s references

and all extra references are discarded for comparison. The reason to select this
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value is that we have 11 distinct root level categories as described in Table 4.2.

Each category has different numbers of references. All categories encompass more

than 1,000 references except categories A, E which contains approximately 1000

references. In category A and E, all references are selected and for remaining cat-

egories, 1000 references are selected from each category.

The selection of optimum threshold value is a challenging task for domain ex-

perts because the success of outcomes is dependent upon it. For threshold value

selection, the comprehensive series of experiments is conducted. In the first at-

tempt, we have performed experiments on a smaller data size comprises of 100

research papers. These 100 research papers are taken from the different 11 ACM

categories (topics); for instance, “Information systems”, “ Computer Systems Or-

ganization”, “Theory of Computing” etc. The results of these experiments yielded

that membership values are significant in the range from 0.090 to 0.110 threshold.

For validation, we have performed more experiments on different threshold val-

ues. In the first attempt, the threshold value of 0.100 is chosen; CBCI algorithm

predicts reasonable numbers of categories against this threshold. In next phase,

the threshold value is increased up to 0.105. The results at this threshold value

are not as good as to threshold value of 0.100. As the threshold value increased

from 0.105, the performance of CBCI algorithm became slightly poor. Similarly,

in next phase, the threshold values are stepped down from the first experiment

to 0.090. At this value, the CBCI algorithm has predicted the large number cat-

egories. For instance, if the original categories of the research paper are one or

two, the CBCI algorithm predicts more than three categories. This behavior has

adversely affected the outcomes of CBCI algorithm.

To discover the best threshold value, more experiments are performed by increas-

ing threshold values from 0.090 to 0.110 with an increment of 0.001. For this

purpose, we started the evaluation from a minimum threshold value, by analyzing

the performance of the proposed system at threshold value of 0.080 and evaluated

CBCI performance. The threshold values are gradually increased from 0.080 to

0.200. After different rounds of experiments, the significant results are achieved

against threshold values ranges from 0.090 to 0.110. But the performance remained

low from 0.080 to 0.09 due to the large number of predicted categories and also

remained low from 0.110 to 0.2 due to very low numbers of predicted categories

or even predicted noting at relatively higher threshold values. Hence, we have

selected the range of membership values for each category from 0.090 to 0.110 as

threshold values. Now the next important step is the identification of one optimal
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threshold value of this range. For this purpose, all the values in this range are

applied on small dataset comprises of 100 research papers taken form J.UCS and

ACM datasets. The evaluation parameters results are analyzed for different data

sizes (research papers) like 10, 20, 30,. . . , 100 at different threshold values like

0.090, 0.091, 0.092,. . . , 0.110. This experiment is conducted to identify the most

suitable threshold value at which the CBCI algorithm yields significant results.

Another such experiment is conducted by increasing the number of dataset (i.e.

2.5 times bigger data size) and switching to J.UCS dataset. After this, the best

threshold value is compared with the first type of experiments on another 2.5 times

bigger data size (ACM research papers). These multiple rounds of experiments are

performed to accurately identify the most optimal threshold value. The detailed

descriptions of these three types of experiments are presented as follows:

For the first experiment, we have used metadata (Reference’s Section) of 100 re-

search papers belonging to diversified topics from both J.UCS and ACM datasets.

There are some research papers which belong to single-label, but most of them

belong to multiple classes. The CBCI algorithm has been applied after the pre-

processing steps for the multi-label document classification. The experiments on

smaller dataset are conducted is to identify the most suitable threshold value at

which the proposed CBCI algorithm yields significant numbers of results and also

to select the range of threshold values for further experiments on two big and

diversified datasets.

We have evaluated the results of 100 research papers on threshold range from 0.09

to 0.11 in such a way that; first we have computed the evaluation parameters

values on 10 research papers on this threshold value range and identified that at

threshold value 0.097; the CBCI algorithm produces the best results. In the next

experiment, the number of research papers are expanded by adding 10 more re-

search papers to validate the previous best threshold value and surprisingly the

same threshold value is 0.097 is reported here as well. Similarly, in all rounds

the data size is increased by adding 10 research papers every time to validate

the previous best reported threshold values on threshold value range from 0.09

to 0.11. We have examined that the best threshold value is increasing gradually

by increasing the number of research papers. When we increase the number of

papers, at 50, we achieved the threshold value of 0.1 which remained constant or

negligible change has been occurred while increasing the number of papers from

50 to 100. Each set of research papers are evaluated on threshold range from 0.09

to 0.11 and analyzed the best threshold value for each set of research papers at
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which we have achieved the best accuracy.

In the Figure 4.4, we have shown each set of research papers on X-axis and on the

Y-axis, the only best threshold values is presented on which we achieved the best

accuracy for each set of research papers. Hence from the first type of experiments

on 100 research papers our proposed model achieved best results at threshold value

of 0.1 and the results of all the best threshold values on which we achieved the

best results for each 10 set of research papers are presented in the Figure 4.5. In
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Figure 4.4: Number of Papers Vs Threshold Values

the above experiments for 100 research papers, it can be observed that the best

threshold value remained 0.100. After this threshold value, the accuracy, preci-

sion, recall, and F-measure started to drop by increasing the number of research

papers. For further confirmation of the predicted best threshold value (0.100) for

the first type of experiments on a smaller dataset of 100 research papers, more

experiments are performed to evaluate this best threshold value (0.100) on two

big data sizes i.e. 2.5 times bigger and diversified data sizes as compared to the

above first type of experiments. The detailed description and statistics of these

big datasets are presented in the following sections.
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Figure 4.5: Evaluation Parameters Vs Threshold values

Table 4.1: Features of the J.UCS dataset

Features Values
Total Number of References 16,404
Average Number of References in Each Paper 11
Total Papers with References Used 771
Distinct References Used 15,385
Topic Reference Pairs 48,175

4.2.2 Evaluation of Threshold on J.UCS Dataset

The Journal of Universal Computer Science (J.UCS) contains research publica-

tions from the diversified domain of Computer Science. The statistics for J.UCS

dataset are presented in Table 4.1. These research papers contain 16,404 total

numbers of references. One research paper may belong to more than one category

as described in Table 3.2 that there are significant numbers of research papers

which belong to more than one category. This dataset contains 48,175 total num-

bers of Topic References (TR) pairs and references in each category are shown

in the Table 4.2. Class imbalanced problem is problem is already discussed for

J.UCS dataset in the above section. There are 1,460 research papers on J.UCS
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Table 4.2: J.UCS: References in each Category

Category References Category References
A 767 G 1,420
B 1,053 H 11,883
C 3,175 I 6,141
D 9,816 J 1,657
E 853 K 3,750
F 7,304

dataset, from these 771 papers’ references are stored in the dataset that make pairs

with the topics (categories). Total references stored in dataset are 16,404 and total

distinct references used for generating TR pairs are 15,385. From these references

and category information, we have generated 48,175 TR pairs and stored them in

the database for classification of the research papers.

For the evaluation of experiments on above benchmark threshold value (0.100),

we have performed our experiments on J.UCS dataset (250 research papers) to

find out the performance of our CBCI algorithm and to make sure whether the 0.1

threshold remains the best one or not for this dataset too. For this, we have also

applied the same standard evaluation measures proposed by Godbole and Sarawagi

[62] for the multi-label classification as described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.3.1 i.e.,

accuracy (Eq. 3.2), precision (Eq. 3.3), recall (Eq. 3.4) and F-measure (Eq. 3.5)

are applied.). The in-depth analysis of the results revealed that at threshold value

0.1 for J.UCS dataset have achieved F-measure value of 0.77 which is much closer

to the F-measure value 0.76 achieved for the first type of experiments on 100 re-

search papers. The results of J.UCS dataset are further investigated on different

threshold values like 0.090, 095, 0100, 0.105 and 0.110. The detailed description

and analysis of these experiments and their results are given below.

In Table 4.1, it has been described already that in J.UCS dataset, there are

1,460 research papers and from these research papers, only 1,147 research pa-

pers are evaluated since only these articles have the author’s provided categories

list. Therefore, from these 1,147 research papers, only 771 research papers contain

references. There are 16,404 total references in the dataset and there are 15,385

total distinct references in the dataset through which 48,175 TR pairs are gen-

erated in the pre-processing step (Section 4.1.2). For testing, first 250 research

papers and their references are selected from the J.UCS dataset for the evaluation

of our approach. After the completion of pre-processing step, these test papers’

references and category-wise stored research papers references are given as input
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Table 4.3: J.UCS Dataset Results

Threshold Accuracy Precision Recall F-Measure
0.090 0.63 0.65 0.86 0.74
0.095 0.67 0.69 0.84 0.76
0.100 0.71 0.73 0.81 0.77
0.105 0.74 0.78 0.81 0.79
0.110 0.69 0.77 0.75 0.76

to the Citation Based Category Identification (CBCI) algorithm for the predic-

tion of research papers categories. In comparison, test paper’s references are not

included while matching with all categories-wise references stored in the dataset.

The working of CBCI algorithm is presented in the Figure 4.3. CBCI algorithm

predicts a set of categories on the basis of different threshold values as already de-

scribed that the experiments are performed on different threshold values. Results

for J.UCS dataset of metadata (Reference’s Section) are presented in Table 4.3.

For the performance evaluation of these predicted results, same previously utilized

evaluation parameters are applied, as described in Section 3.3.1. In Figure 4.6,

J.UCS dataset results are presented according to the evaluation parameters for

the multi-label document classification by exploiting the reference’s section of the

research papers. The evaluation parameters values are presented on Y-axis and

threshold values on X-axis. The in-depth analysis of results of J.UCS dataset for

metadata (Reference’s Section), the findings are as listed below:

• The most optimum threshold value of these results is 0.105, at this threshold

value CBCI algorithm yields significantly better results for all evaluation

parameters except for recall.

• When we gradually increase the threshold value from the minimum value

towards 0.105, the performance of CBCI algorithm becomes poor due to

very low numbers of predicted categories at high threshold value.

• Similarly, when we gradually decrease the threshold value from 0.105, the

performance of CBCI algorithm suffers due to the large number of predicted

categories at the low threshold values.

We have performed our experiments on the J.UCS dataset and performance evalu-

ation of these experimental results is conducted by using the evaluation parameters

proposed by [62] for the multi-label document classification. These experimental
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Figure 4.6: J.UCS: Evaluation Parameters Vs Threshold Values for Refer-
ence’s Section

results are thoroughly examined by applying different threshold values to CBCI

algorithm. The algorithm yields different results at different threshold values.

CBCI algorithm performance is significantly better at threshold value 0.105 as

shown in the Figure 4.6 for the J.UCS dataset. At this threshold value, the CBCI

algorithm achieved F-measure value of 0.79 which is much closer to the benchmark

threshold value’s (0.100) F-measure (0.77). The error rate for this best threshold

value (0.105) for J.UCS dataset as compared to the benchmark threshold value

(0.100) is 0.02. Since, the ideal performance of CBCI algorithm is reported at the

threshold value of 0.100, therefore, this value is contemplated as the benchmark

value. The benchmark threshold value (0.100) is further investigated for another

big and diversified dataset (ACM dataset). The detailed description and statistics

of this big dataset (ACM dataset) are presented below.
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Table 4.4: Features of the ACM dataset

Features Values
Total Number of References 196,138
Average Number of References in Each Paper 18
Total Papers with References Used 3,939
Distinct References Used 65,442
Topic Reference (TR) Pairs 1,59,681

Table 4.5: ACM: References in each Category

Category References Category References
A 342 G 2,907
B 6,683 H 32,339
C 21,136 I 23,838
D 47,597 J 1,123
E 723 K 15,319
F 7,674

4.2.3 4.2.3 Evaluation of Threshold on ACM Dataset

The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) dataset [18] contains 86,116

research publications from different workshops, conferences and journals. It con-

tains 11 distinct categories at the top level of the ACM computing classification

system (CSS). The statistics for ACM dataset are presented in Table 4.4. From

these research papers, we have randomly picked 5,403 research papers and have

extracted their references from the web links which are provided in the dataset.

There are 96,138 references in 5,403 research papers. One research paper may

belong to more than one category as described in Table 3.2 that there are signifi-

cant numbers of research papers which belong to more than one category. There

are 86, 116 research papers in ACM dataset, from which 3,939 research paper’s

references are stored in the dataset and Topic Reference pairs are generated. To-

tal references stored in dataset are 96,138 and total distinct references used for

generating TR pairs are 65,442. From these references and category information,

1,59,681 TR pairs are generated and stored in the database which is used for the

classification of the research papers (documents).

The class-imbalanced problem is reported for ACM dataset as well which is re-

solved by selecting the same number of references i.e. 1,000 references from each

category. By doing this, CBCI algorithm returns significant results to find simi-

larity for the test paper’s references. Reason to select this value is that we have

11 distinct root levels of categories at ACM hierarchy as described in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.6: ACM Dataset Results

Threshold Accuracy Precision Recall F-Measure
0.090 0.70 0.69 0.83 0.75
0.095 0.74 0.71 0.79 0.75
0.100 0.71 0.70 0.76 0.73
0.105 0.70 0.68 0.73 0.70
0.110 0.67 0.65 0.70 0.67

Each category has different numbers of references. All categories contain more

than 1,000 references except categories A, E. In category A and E, all references

are selected and from all other categories, 1000 references are selected from each

category.

To evaluate the benchmark threshold value (0.100) at ACM dataset, multiple

rounds of experiments are conducted. Same as J.UCS experiments, the standard

evaluation measure, i.e., accuracy (Eq. 3.2), precision (Eq. 3.3), recall (Eq. 3.4)

and F-measure (Eq. 3.5) are applied. The results of this dataset are examined

thoroughly; the results yielded that the CBCI algorithm’s performance is signifi-

cant by achieving F-measure value of 0.73 for benchmark threshold value. Same

behavior as of smaller and bigger dataset (J.UCS) is reported here as well. The

results of ACM dataset are examined further on different threshold values like

0.090, 095, 0100, 0.105 and 0.110. The detailed description and analysis of these

experiments and their results are as given below:

It has been described already (see Table 4.1) that in ACM dataset, there are 86,116

research papers and from these, only 54,994 research papers are evaluated because

only these articles have author’s provided categories. Therefore, from these 54,994

research papers, only 3939 research papers contain references. There are 96,138

total references and 65,442 total distinct references. Total 1,59,681 TR pairs are

generated in the preprocessing step (Section 4.1.2). For the testing phase, first

250 research papers and their references are selected from ACM dataset. After

completion of pre-processing step, these test paper’s references and category-wise

stored research papers references are given as an input to CBCI algorithm for the

prediction of research papers categories. In comparison, test paper’s references

are not included while matching with all categories-wise references stored in the

dataset. For the performance evaluation of these predicted results, same evalu-

ation parameters are utilized as described in Section 3.3.1. In Figure 4.7, ACM

dataset results are presented according to the evaluation parameters for the multi-

label document classification by exploiting the reference’s section of the research
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papers. The evaluation parameters values are presented on Y-axis and thresh-

old values on X-axis. Based on the in-depth analysis of ACM dataset results for

metadata (Reference’s Section), the findings are listed below:

• The most optimum threshold value for these results is 0.095, at this threshold

value CBCI algorithm yields significantly better results for all evaluation

parameters except for recall.

• When the threshold value is gradually increased from 0.095, the performance

of CBCI algorithm becomes poor due to the number of predicted categories

at higher threshold values.

• Similarly, when the threshold value is gradually decreased from 0.095, the

performance of CBCI algorithm becomes poor due to the large number of

predicted categories against low threshold values.

Figure 4.7: ACM: Evaluation Parameters Vs Threshold Values for Reference’s
Section

The experiments are performed in the ACM dataset and performance evaluation

of these experimental results is conducted by harnessing the evaluation parameters
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proposed by Godbole and Sarawagi [62]. These experimental results are critically

analyzed by applying different threshold values to our CBCI algorithm. It yields

different results at different threshold values. The CBCI algorithm’s performance

is significantly better at threshold value 0.095 as presented in the Figure 4.7 and

achieved F-measure value of 0.75 which is much closer to the benchmark threshold

value (0.100) with a negligible error rate of 0.02.

Consequently, three different types of experiments are performed on a small dataset

(100 research papers) and two large datasets (2.5 times bigger). Above experimen-

tal results render the most optimum threshold value is almost same for all both

dataset (small and large) with an error rate of 0.02. By doing comprehensive

experiments on different data sizes, it is identified that at threshold value, 0.100;

the proposed model yields significant numbers of results for smaller as well as for

bigger datasets by exploiting only metadata (Reference’s Section) of the research

papers.

4.3 Single-label Document Classification

As discussed earlier, the proposed framework is also intended to perform single-

label document classification. For evaluation, same two diversified datasets (J.UCS

and ACM) are harnessed to perform single-label classification. For single-label

classification, the proposed CBCI algorithm predicts only that category which has

the highest membership value among all other categories. If there is a tie among

more than one category with their highest membership value then all those cat-

egories are considered. For single-label document classification there is no need

of threshold value as it is a binary decision whether a research paper is correctly

classified or not. For evaluation, the well-known confusion matrix is utilized which

is discussed in Chapter 3 (Figure ??).

The experimental results have been evaluated for 250 research papers from the

J.UCS dataset. We have assumed that the categories are accurately annotated by

the authors of research papers. The experiments are conducted on all 250 distinct

research papers’ category pairs. In the Figure 4.8, the evaluation parameters are

plotted on the X-axis and their values are plotted on Y-axis. Based on scruti-

nization of the obtained results for all evaluation parameters with respect to the

different metadata values, the observed outcomes are listed below:
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• The CBCI algorithm performs well against all the evaluation parameters for

metadata (Reference’s Section) and almost 0.88 times it correctly classifies

the research papers into single-label.

• We have assumed that the annotated categories are correct, that’s why pre-

cision of CBCI algorithm is 100% as all predicted categories are correct and

there is no False Positive (FP).

• The proposed approach’s accuracy and recall have the same values because

there is no True Negative (TN) value in the confusion matrix.
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Figure 4.8: J.UCS Dataset: Results for Evaluation Parameters

Similarly, the experiments are performed on ACM dataset and by selecting 250

research papers from ACM dataset. The same assumption is followed here as well,

that the categories annotated by the authors of these research papers are correct.

The experiments are performed on all 250 distinct research papers’ category pairs.

In the Figure 4.9, evaluation parameters are plotted on X-axis and their values are

plotted on Y-axis. Following points are observed based on the detailed analysis of

results.
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• The CBCI algorithm performs well against all the evaluation parameters for

metadata (Reference’s Section) and almost 0.84 times it correctly classifies

the research papers into the single-label.

• We have assumed that the annotated categories are correct, that’s why pre-

cision of our CBCI algorithm is 100% as all predicted categories are correct

and there is no False Positive (FP).

• The proposed approach’s accuracy and recall have the same values because

there is no True Negative (TN) value in the confusion matrix.
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Figure 4.9: ACM Dataset: Results for Evaluation Parameters

4.4 Summary

The digital corpora of research publications is getting doubled every five years

and demands an effective mechanism to return most relevant results against user

posed query. The document classification community is aimed at producing effec-

tive techniques to classify research articles. The classification process is expanded
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into two categories (1) Single-label and (2) Multi-label. The single label classifica-

tion requires a comparatively small set of features than multi-label classification.

We argue that a research paper can belong to multiple categories due to diver-

sified linkage between multiple topics and domains. The multi-label document

classification is crucial yet demanding issue due to association of research article

to multiple categories. In this chapter, a novel approach for multi-label docu-

ment classification named as Category Based Citation Identification (CBCI) is

presented. The classification is performed by applying freely available metadata

due to its free availability and potential. The proposed system not only performs

multi-label classification, but also single-label classification. The system takes ar-

ticle as an input and assigns a new category or categories on the basis of already

stored TR pairs. Different experiments are performed by exploiting only metadata

(Reference’s Section) of the research articles. Two diversified datasets ACM and

J.UCS are utilized. Topic-Reference (TR) pairs are generated from these datasets

and stored in the database to assign categories for input document.

The classification is depended upon threshold value, to find out the optimum

threshold value for CBCI algorithm; different rounds of experiments are conducted

on both sets. At each round, the value of data size is set to distinct values in order

to discover the benchmark threshold value. The experimental results depicted that

the proposed model achieved good results at threshold value 0.1 for 100 research

papers. The results of this threshold value are much closed to the best results for

2.5 times bigger datasets (J.UCS and ACM) with a very low error rate of 0.02.

Consequently, the optimum threshold value is 0.1 at which proposed model yields

significant numbers of results by exploiting only metadata (Reference’s Section) of

the research papers and performs multi-label document classification. Similarly, in

case of single-label classification, the proposed model achieved significant results.

The results for both single-label and multi-label document classification at thresh-

old value 0.1 are compared with the state-of-the-art classification approaches in

the Chapter 5.

However, the process of matching test paper’s references with all stored TR pairs

is a prolonged process due to the large number of TR pairs. The matching effi-

ciency could be increased by adding some heuristics like indexing the references

according to their length. Organizing the references in the order of their length

makes the matching process efficient by comparing each of the references of test

paper with a similar length of references in the database. For example, if the

length of the reference in test paper is L, this reference will be compared with only
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the references having a length from L− E to L + E, where E is the error length

in the references.



Chapter 5

Evaluation and Comparative

Analysis

This dissertation has presented two novel approaches in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4

to perform multi-label classification of research articles from Computer Science

domain by relying fully on freely available metadata based parameters. The pivot

of this chapter focuses on evaluation and comparisons of proposed mechanisms

with existing techniques to investigate their status in the current state-of-the-

art. The proposed approaches have employed freely available metadata in a best

possible way. Different metadata parameters are utilized in both approaches.

1. Multi-label Document Classification using Papers’ Metadata (Title & Key-

words).

2. Multi-label Document Classification based on Papers’ References.

The schemes have been evaluated on two diversified datasets, (1) J.UCS [37] and

(2) ACM [18].Their detailed descriptions and results have been elaborated in the

previous two chapters. This chapter presents the comparison and critical evalua-

tion of the achieved results. To justify the comparisons, there should be certain

similarities between proposed and existing approaches. We have performed in-

depth analysis of literature. As best of our knowledge, there exists no scheme

which performs multi-label classification by using only freely available metadata.

Those which have utilized metadata of the research papers only perform single-

label classification. The document classification community is dominant with con-

tent based approaches; therefore, there is an extensive amount of these schemes in

90
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literature. Almost all of these content based schemes have performed single-label

classification. We found only one approach which performs multi-label classifica-

tion, but depends on content based features. The basic aim of this dissertation

is to examine that to what extent metadata can be employed to classify research

papers into multi-labels. Therefore, to compare proposed approaches with state-

of-the-art approaches, we had two options which are described below both of these

have been chosen to comprehensively evaluate the proposed approaches:

• First, we have compared state-of-the-art approaches which perform multi-

label classification by using the content of the research papers. However;

we have also performed multi-label classification, but using freely available

metadata.

• Secondly, we have compared single-label classification state-of-the-art ap-

proaches which perform single-label classification by using the metadata of

the research papers on our both datasets. We have also performed our ex-

periments to classify papers into a single class by using the metadata of the

research papers as described in the end of both Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.

Therefore, we have compared and evaluated the proposed model’s experimental re-

sults with the state-of-the-art approaches which perform single-label classification

as well as those state-of-the-art approaches which perform multi-label classifica-

tion. The detailed description of these state-of-the-art approaches is presented in

the Table 5.1. In the Table 5.1, there are three approaches that utilized metadata

of the documents and performed single-label classification. Similarly, there are

three approaches which used content of the documents and performed multi-label

classification. There are some other approaches (as described in the Chapter 2)

which used content of the documents and performed single-label classification.

These approaches are not included in the Table 5.1 because the focus of this dis-

sertation is on two essences; one is metadata of the documents and other one is

the multi-label classification. As we have exploited metadata from the scientific

documents, therefore, we have compared and evaluated our proposed approaches

with only those state-of-the-art approaches which have also utilized the scientific

documents and have discarded all other approaches which have employed other

types of documents like web pages, news, email, genes etc.

In Table 5.1, an approach proposed by Flynn [35] used heterogeneous Defense

Technical Information Center (DTIC) collection, documents are diverse, including
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slides, from presentations, public laws, acts of Congress, conference proceeding,

scientific documents and PhDs dissertation. There are only two approaches which

have utilized the scientific documents for the classification. One approach was pro-

posed by Khor and Ting [14] which used metadata of the scientific documents and

performed single-label classification and other approach was proposed by Santos

and Rodrigues [18] which used content of the scientific documents and performed

multi-label classification. Hence we have compared and evaluated our proposed

approaches with only these two approaches.
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Table 5.1: State-of-the-art Approaches

S.No. ApproachesType of
Data

Classification
Type

No. of
Classes

Dataset Algorithm /
Methodolgy

Evaluation
Parame-
ters

Results

1 Flynn,
2014

Metadata Single-Class 99 2000 Documents Independent
Document
Model Frame-
work

Precision,
Recall,
F-Measure

Precision
(0.79), Re-
call (0.81),
F-Measure
(0.79)

2 Khor and
Ting, 2006

Metadata Single-Class 4 400 Documents Baysian Net-
work (BN),
Naive Bayes
(NB), Baysian
Network Learner
(BNL)

Accuracy Accuracy
(BN,0.84;
NB, 0.83;
BNL, 0.76)

3 Zhang et
al., 2004

Metadata Single-Class 11 30,000 Features Genetic Pro-
gramming (GP)

Accuracy Accuracy
(0.61)

4 Santos
and Ro-
drigues.,
2009

Content Multi-Class 11 5,000 and 10,000
Documents

Binary
Relevence
(BR), Label
Power (LP),
Multi-Label
kNN (MLkNN)

Accuracy Accuracy
(0.88)

5 Lijuan,
2008

Content Multi-Class WIPO-
alpha (8),
News-
group (5),
OHSUMED
(15), EN-
ZYME (236)

Synthetic Data,
WIPO-alpha,
Newsgroup
(1000),OHSUMED
(54,708), EN-
ZYME (9,455)

Hierarchical
SVM, Hierarchi-
cal Perception

Accuracy,
Precision

Accuracy
(0.94),
Precision
(0.89)

6 Wang and
Desai,
2007

Content Multi-Class 6 45,000 Features Naive Bayes,
Centroid

Accuracy Accuracy
(0.61)
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First, the proposed approaches are compared with the content based multi-label

classification approach proposed by Santos and Rodrigues [18]. Secondly, the pro-

posed approaches are compared with the metadata based single-label classification

scheme proposed by Khor and Tang [14]. The detailed descriptions of these both

comparisons are elaborated in the following section.

5.1 Comparison with Multi-label Document Clas-

sification Approach

Multi-label document classification approach is proposed by Santos and Rodrigues

[18] which utilizes the content of scientific documents. In this approach, scientific

documents are extracted from the ACM digital library and multi-label classifica-

tion is performed by using the content of these scientific documents. This system

has achieved an accuracy of 0.88 by using the Binary Relevance (BR) classifier.

5.1.1 Comparison on ACM Dataset

We are interested to scrutinize that to what extent a remarkable accuracy can be

achieved by using metadata based features instead of content based features. For

the experiments, the metadata parameters such as Title and Keywords are ex-

tracted from the research papers to classify research papers into one or more than

one category. The detailed descriptions of this proposed approach and its results

are presented in Chapter 3. The experiments are performed on the same ACM

dataset provided by Santos and Rodrigues [18] and found the optimal threshold

value (0.2) at which our proposed approach produces significant results. The ex-

ploitation of metadata (Reference’s Section) is introduced for the first time to

classify research papers into one or more than one category. The detailed descrip-

tion of this novel approach and its results are presented in Chapter 4. Same as Title

and Keywords based scheme, the experiments are performed on the ACM dataset

provided by Santos and Rodrigues [18] and the most optimal threshold value (0.1)

is identified at which the proposed approach produces significant results. The

comparison of these multi-label proposed approaches’ results at optimal threshold

value with the multi-label approach proposed by the Santos [18] is presented in

the Figure 5.1. It can be seen that the proposed approach achieved same accuracy
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as of the Santos scheme by exploiting the metadata (Title). Moreover, remark-

able results are reported by exploiting metadata (Keywords), metadata (Title &

Keywords) and metadata (Reference’s Section). Apart from these results, we have

Figure 5.1: Comparison with State-of-the-art approaches

also evaluated ACM dataset on the classifier used by Santos and Rodrigues [18]

such as Binary Relevance (BR), Label Powerset (LP) or Label Combination (LC)

[71, 72] and some others multi-label classifiers such as Bayesian Classifier Chain

(BCC) [34], Expect Maximization (EM) [73] and Hierarchical Classifier (HASEL)

[54] provided by MEKA, an extension to WEKA open source tool. BCC classifier

is applied in combination with J48 [74] and Näıve Bayes [75] classifiers. All others

classifiers are applied in combination with J48 classifier, and function Sequential

Minimal Optimization (SMO) [76]. For this purpose, total 10,000 numbers of

instances are used for metadata (Title) and metadata (Title & Keywords) exper-

iments. We have used Gain Ratio as a feature selection technique to perform the

experiments. These features are extracted from the metadata (Title) and meta-

data (Title & Keywords) of the research papers. For experimental results, we

have used all features from these instances and have performed pre-processing on

the dataset. For evaluation, default settings are applied for each classifier, 90%
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instances are considered for training and 10% instances are considered for testing.

In the Figure 5.2, multi-label classifiers’ results are compared with the results of

proposed model for metadata (Title) by plotting these classifiers on X-axis and

evaluation parameters values on the Y-axis. It can be seen that the performance

of proposed model is quite good as compared to the results of all other multi-label

classifiers. Moreover, the performances of all other multi-label classifiers are al-

most consistent for this particular ACM dataset. We have also evaluated different
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Figure 5.2: Multi-Label Classifiers Vs Evaluation Parameters (Title)

state-of-the-art multi-label classifiers for metadata (Title & Keywords) of research

papers in ACM dataset. Default settings for all multi-label classifiers are used as

we have used for metadata (Title) as described above. The multi-label classifiers

results are compared with the results of the proposed model at optimal thresh-

old value (0.2) which is presented in the Figure 5.3.In figure, the classifier name is

plotted on X-axis and parameters values are plotted on Y-axis. It can be seen that

the performance of proposed model is relatively good as compared to the results

of all other multi-label classifiers. The performance of the state-of-the-art multi-

label classifiers is also consistent and among these classifiers Label Combination

(LC) with Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) performance is remarkable as
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compared to the others state-of-the-art multi-label classifiers. Similarly, we have
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Figure 5.3: Multi-Label Classifiers Vs Evaluation Parameters (Title & Key-
words)

also tested references strings from ACM dataset on different multi-label classifiers.

The critical analysis of the state-of-the-art classifiers, their results and comparison

with the proposed approach’s results are presented below.

For the evaluation, the experiments are performed on ACM dataset to analyze the

performance of results. The experiments are performed by using state-of-the-art

multi-label classifiers as mentioned above on the Topic’s References (TR) pairs.

All these classifiers are applied with the Näıve Bayes Classifier. For these exper-

iments, there are 4,000 total numbers of instances from which 90% are used for

training and the remaining ones for testing. The default settings are applied for

all state-of-the-art multi-label classifiers and computed the evaluation parameter

values. These state-of-the-art classifiers results are evaluated against the proposed

model results. In the Figure 5.4, the classifier name is plotted on X-axis and the

evaluation parameters values are plotted on Y-axis. Different points are observed

based on the critical analysis of state-of-the-art multi-label classifiers on ACM

dataset for the metadata (Reference’s Section).
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• The performance of the proposed model is comparatively good as compared

to the state-of-the-art multi-label classifiers results.

• The performance of Hierarchical Classifier (HASEL) is comparatively low

as compared to other multi-label classifiers. The detailed results of state-

of-the-art multi-label classifiers for metadata (Reference’s Section) on ACM

dataset are shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: ACM: Multi-Label Classifiers Vs Evaluation Parameters (Refer-
ence’s Section)

5.1.2 Comparison on J.UCS Dataset

Similarly, the experiments are also performed on another diversified J.UCS dataset

which contains scientific documents from the different Computer Science domains.

Different state-of-the-art multi-label classifiers (as described above) are evaluated

on the J.UCS dataset. For evaluation, the metadata (Title) of all the research

papers (instances) is extracted, default settings are applied for each classifier, 90%

instances are taken for training and 10% instances are taken for testing. These
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multi-label classifiers results are compared with the results of the proposed model.

The comparison results are presented in Figure 5.5. The classifiers are plotted

on X-axis and parameters values are plotted on Y-axis. We can observe that the

performance of the proposed model is relatively good as compared to the results

of all other multi-label classifiers. We have also evaluated different state-of-the-art
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Figure 5.5: J.UCS: Multi-Label Classifiers Vs Evaluation Parameters (Title)

multi-label classifiers for metadata (Title & Keywords) of all research papers in

J.UCS dataset; default settings are applied for all multi-label classifiers. Results

of all these classifiers are presented in the Figure 5.6; we have compared these

multi-label classifiers results with the results of proposed model by plotting these

classifiers on X-axis and parameters values on the Y-axis. We can examine that the

proposed model outperformed the results of all other multi-label classifiers. The

experiments are also performed by using state-of-the-art multi-label classifiers in

combination with Näıve Bayes as based classifier on the Topic’s References (TR)

pairs of J.UCS dataset. For these experiments, there are 10,620 total numbers

of instances from which 90% of these are used for training and the remaining

ones are used for testing phase, default settings are applied for all state-of-the-art

multi-label classifiers and computed the evaluation parameters values. The state-
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Figure 5.6: J.UCS: Multi-Label Classifiers Vs Evaluation Parameters (Title
& Keywords)

of-the-art multi-label classifiers results are evaluated against the proposed model

results and presented in Figure 5.7. The classifier names are plotted on X-axis and

evaluation parameter’s value on Y-axis. We have critically analyzed the results

of state-of-the-art multi-label classifiers for metadata (Reference’s Section) and

concluded the following observations:

• The proposed model outperforms all of the state-of-the-art classifiers results

for every evaluation parameter values.

• The performance of all others state-of-the-art multi-label classifiers are con-

sistent on J.UCS dataset. The detailed multi-label classifiers’ results for

metadata (Reference’s Section) on J.UCS dataset are shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: J.UCS: Classifiers Vs Evaluation Parameters (Reference’s Section)

5.2 Comparison with Single-label Document Clas-

sification Approach

Single-label document classification approach is proposed by Khor and Tang [14]

which utilizes the metadata of the scientific documents. In this approach, 400

educational conference’s papers are collected and classified into four topics such

as “Intelligent Tutoring System”, “Cognition”, “E-Learning” and Teacher Edu-

cation. The keywords are extracted from these papers and some pre-processing

steps are applied. These papers are classified into four topics. The performance

of different classifiers such as Bayesian Network (BN) [77], Näıve Bayes (NB) and

Bayesian Network Learner (BNL) [14] is evaluated with their default settings and

the accuracy of 0.84, 0.83 and 0.76 respectively is achieved.

As described earlier, we are interested to scrutinize that to what extent a re-

markable accuracy can be achieved by using metadata based features instead of

content based features. For this purpose, we have exploited metadata such as Ti-

tle, Keywords and References from the research papers to classify these papers into

multiple categories. In the Chapter 3, we have described the proposed approach
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Table 5.2: Comparison with Proposed Approaches

which exploited metadata (Title), metadata (Keywords) and metadata (Title &

Keywords) and in the Chapter 4, we have described the proposed approach which

exploits the metadata (Reference’s Section) of the research papers. Experimental

results have been conducted on two different and diversified datasets such ACM

and J.UCS by selecting different number of research papers. The best results

achieved for metadata such as Title, Keywords, Title & Keywords and Reference

on these two datasets for multi-label classification are presented in the Table 5.2

and these results are compared with the approach proposed by Khor and Tang[14]

for single-label classification because this scheme also employs the metadata of the

educational conferences papers.

In the Table 5.2, it can be observed that approach proposed by Khor and Tang

[14] considered very few numbers of papers as well as classes for the single-label

classification. However, the proposed approaches considered large numbers of pa-

pers as well as classes for the single-label classification for metadata such as Title,

Keywords, Title & Keywords and considered a low number of papers for meta-

data References but used large numbers of classes as compared to the approach

proposed by the Khor and Tang [14]. The proposed approach achieved good ac-

curacy for metadata (Title) for both datasets and also achieved accuracy equal or

greater for other metadata like Keywords, Title & Keywords and References than

the approach proposed by Khor and Tang[14]. We have also evaluated our pro-

posed approaches with the state-of-the-art approaches which used different types

of classifiers such as Näıve Bayes [34, 41, 45], Bayesian Network [14, 44], SVM

[43], Näıve Bayes Multi-nominal etc [18, 78]. We have evaluated these classifiers

on both datasets J.UCS and ACM. The critical analysis of the state-of-the-art

classifiers, their results and comparison with the proposed approach’s results for
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both datasets are presented in the following sections.

5.2.1 Comparisons on ACM Dataset

We have performed our experiments on ACM dataset in different ways to find out

the performance of results. The detailed description and analysis of experiments

and their results are as given below:

• Experiments on research papers’ Titles

• Experiments on research papers’ Titles & Keywords

• Experiments on research papers’ References

5.2.1.1 Experiments on Research Papers’ Titles

We have performed experiments on different data sizes of ACM dataset and have

evaluated state-of-the-art classifiers. For this purpose, the Gain Ratio is utilized

as a feature selection technique to perform the experiments. These features are

extracted from the metadata (Title) of the research papers. For experimental re-

sults, we have performed pre-processing on the dataset and have selected different

data sizes. There are 54,994 total number of instances from which 90% instances

are chosen for training and 10% instances are chosen for testing phase. The re-

sults for the state-of-the-art single-label classifiers are shown in Table 5.3. After

the critical analysis of these results, we have concluded the following finding:

• The performance of these classifiers on different features selection is almost

consistent.

• Linear classifier performance is better for Gain Ratio (˜1.5K) as compared to

other classifiers on evaluation parameters because it performs well on small

number of features.

• Discriminative Multinomial Näıve Bayes (DMNB)[79] textual classifier per-

formance is better for Gain Ratio (5K & 10K) as compared to other classifiers

on evaluation parameters. DMNB is also good for small number of data sizes.
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Table 5.3: ACM Dataset: Results for Metadata (Title)

• Similarly, Random Forest classifier performs well among all other classifiers

for Gain Ratio (Full).

• In Table 5.3, we can examine that the maximum accuracy, precision, recall

and F-measure values achieved by the state-of-the-art classifiers are 0.61,

0.62, 0.61and 0.6 respectively by Random Forest[80] for full Gain Ratio.

• We can also examine that the performance of the classifiers increases as the

data size increases.

For evaluation and comparative analysis of the proposed model with the above

results of different state-of-the-art classifiers against different sizes of dataset, we

have selected the results of state-of-the-art classifiers against the Gain Ratio (Full).

We have compared the evaluation parameters results of proposed model for meta-

data (Title) with the results of state-of-the-art classifiers for Gain Ratio (Full). In

the Figure 5.8, we have compared state-of-the-art classifiers’ results for Gain Ra-

tio (Full) with the proposed model results against the evaluation parameters. We

have plotted state-of-the-art classifiers on X-axis and evaluation parameters values

on the Y-axis. It can be examined that the proposed model outperforms in all

evaluation parameters against the state-of-the-art classifiers. Similarly, proposed
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Figure 5.8: ACM: Classifiers Vs Evaluation Parameters (Title)

model’s results outperform in all evaluation parameters against the state-of-the-art

classifiers for other data sizes which are shown above in the Table 5.3. Proposed

model’s results are good because we have generated a knowledge-base (bags of

words) for each category. Test research paper’s metadata terms are matched with

these bags of words of each category. Proposed model always predicts at least

one category which has higher association with the test research paper and the

category which has higher number of research papers has more chances to pre-

dict for test paper’s category. Our knowledge-base is updated regularly with the

prediction of categories for the test research papers.

5.2.1.2 Experiments on Research Papers’ Titles & Keywords

Similar experiments have been performed on different data sizes of ACM dataset

and have evaluated state-of-the-art classifiers on different data sizes. We have

extracted features from the metadata (Titles & Keywords) of the research papers

from the ACM dataset. For these experiments, all other configuration settings,

parameter selection and data sizes are same as discussed above. The results for
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the state-of-the-art single-label classifiers are presented in Table 5.4 below. The

results are analyzed critically and following points are observed.

• The performance of these classifiers on different features selection is almost

consistent.

• Discriminative Multinomial Näıve Bayes (DMNB) text classifier performance

is better for Gain Ratio (˜1.5K) as compared to other classifiers on evaluation

parameters such as accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure.

• Random Forest classifier performs well among all other classifiers for Gain

Ratio (5K, 10K & Full) on all evaluation parameters.

• In Table 5.4, it can be examined that the maximum accuracy, precision,

recall and F-measure values achieved by the state-of-the-art classifiers are

0.66, 0.67, 0.66 and 0.65respectively by Random Forest for Gain Ratio (10K).

• The performance of all classifiers is consistent for both Gain Ratios (10K &

Full).

• The performance of Näıve Bayes and SVM Classifiers remained low against

all parameters for both metadata (Title) and metadata (Titles & Keywords)

For evaluation and comparative analysis of proposed model with the above results

of different single-label state-of-the-art classifiers against different sizes of dataset,

we have selected the results of state-of-the-art classifiers against the Gain Ratio

(Full). The evaluation parameters results of proposed model for metadata (Titles

& Keywords) are compared with the results of state-of-the-art classifiers for GR

(Full). The state-of-the-art classifiers’ results for Gain Ratio (Full) are compared

with the proposed model results against the evaluation parameters. The compari-

son results are presented in Figure 5.9. The state-of-the-art classifiers are plotted

on X-axis and evaluation parameters values are plotted on Y-axis. The proposed

model outperforms in all evaluation parameters against the state-of-the-art clas-

sifiers. Similarly, proposed model results outperform in all evaluation parameters

against the state-of-the-art classifiers for other data sizes which are shown above

in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4: ACM Dataset: Results for Metadata (Titles & Keywords)

5.2.1.3 Experiments on Research Papers’ References

We have also performed our experiments by exploiting metadata (Reference’s Sec-

tion) of the research papers from the ACM dataset and also by applying the above

mentioned classifiers. For these experiments, there are 10,065 total numbers of in-

stances from which 90% are used for training and the remaining ones for testing.

The default settings are applied for all state-of-the-art single-label classifier and

the evaluation parameters values such as accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure

are calculated. The detailed results of state-of-the-art single-label classifiers for

metadata (Reference’s Section) on ACM dataset are shown in Figure 5.10. These

state-of-the-art classifiers’ results are evaluated against the proposed model results.

In Figure 5.10, the classifier name is plotted on X-axis and evaluation parame-

ters values are plotted on Y-axis. After the critical analysis of the state-of-the-art

single-label classifiers’ results on ACM dataset for the metadata (Reference’s Sec-

tion), the following points are observed.

• The performance of the proposed model is comparatively good as compared

to the state-of-the-art single-label classifiers’ results.
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Figure 5.9: ACM: Classifiers Vs Evaluation Parameters (Titles & Keywords)

• Näıve Bayes Multi-Nomial Text classifier’s results are best among all other

state-of-the-art classifiers because its performance is significant for textual

data.

• All the state-of-the-art single-label classifiers’ performance is consistent ex-

cept Näıve Bayes Multi-Nomial Text Classifier.

5.2.2 Comparison on J.UCS Dataset

Similarly, for the evaluation of proposed technique, the experiments are performed

on J.UCS dataset in different ways to find out the performance of proposed model’s

results. The detailed description and analysis of experiments and their results are

given below:

• Experiments on research papers’ Titles

• Experiments on research papers’Titles & Keywords

• Experiments on research papers’ References
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Figure 5.10: ACM: Classifiers Vs Evaluation Parameters (Reference’s Section)

5.2.2.1 Experiments on Research Papers’ Titles

We have performed experiments on J.UCS dataset and have evaluated single-label

state-of-the-art classifiers on this dataset. Due to a limited number of instances

(3,044) in this dataset, full size of J.UCS dataset is taken to perform the experi-

ments. For the evaluation of different single-label state-of-the-art classifiers, two

attributes are selected from this dataset which are Titles and Categories of re-

search papers. For the evaluation of experimental results, well-known evaluation

parameters such as accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure are chosen. After

removing of stop words, each classifier is applied with its default configuration

setting and test mode of 90% is used as training set and remaining for testing.

Results of single-label state-of-the-art classifiers and proposed model for metadata

(Title) on J.UCS dataset are presented in the Figure 5.11. In the Figure 5.11,

state-of-the-art classifiers are plotted on X-axis and evaluation parameters values

are plotted on Y-axis. The evaluation parameters values are computed for each

classifier by selecting the metadata (Title) of the research papers, default con-

figuration settings are applied for all classifiers. After the critical analysis of the
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results of single-label state-of-the-art classifiers on J.UCS dataset for the metadata

(Title), the following points are observed.

• The performance of the various classifiers is almost consistent on the meta-

data (Title) except Näıve Bayes Multi-Nomial classifier which has very low

accuracy.

• The proposed model outperforms all of the state-of-the-art Classifiers by

achieving significant values against all the evaluation parameters.
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Figure 5.11: J.UCS: Classifiers Vs Evaluation Parameters (Title)

5.2.2.2 Experiments on Research Papers’ Titles & Keywords

Similarly, three attributes Titles, Keywords and Categories of these research pa-

pers are selected for the evaluation of different single-label state-of-the-art clas-

sifiers. The Title and Keywords strings are merged to form a new string Ti-

tle Keywords. For the evaluation of experimental results, same previously uti-

lized evaluation parameters, default configuration settings, removed stop words,
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test mode of 90% for training set and remaining for testing are utilized for these

experiments against metadata (Titles & Keywords). Results of single-label state-

of-the-art classifiers and proposed model for metadata (Titles & Keywords) on

J.UCS dataset are presented in the Figure 5.12. In the Figure 5.12, the single-

label state-of-the-art classifiers are plotted on X-axis and evaluation parameters

values are plotted on Y-axis. The evaluation parameters values are computed for

each classifier by selecting the metadata (Titles & Keywords) of research papers

and applied default configuration setting for all classifiers. After the critical anal-

ysis of the state-of-the-art classifiers on J.UCS dataset for the metadata (Titles &

Keywords), we have concluded that:

• The performance of the most classifiers is consistent on the metadata (Titles

& Keywords) except Näıve Bayes Multi-Nomial classifier which has very low

accuracy value.

• The proposed model outperforms all of the single-label state-of-the-art clas-

sifiers by achieving significant values against all evaluation parameters.
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Figure 5.12: J.UCS: Classifiers Vs Evaluation Parameters (Titles & Key-
words)
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5.2.2.3 Experiments on Research Papers’ References

Similarly, as described above, the experiments are performed by using state-of-the-

art single-label classifiers on the Topic’s References (TR) pairs of J.UCS dataset.

For these experiments, there are 10,065 total numbers of instances from which

90% are used for training and the remaining ones for testing phase. The default

settings are applied for all state-of-the-art classifiers and evaluation parameters

values are computed. The state-of-the-art classifiers results are evaluated against

the proposed model results which are presented in Figure 5.13. The classifier name

is plotted on X-axis and evaluation parameters values are plotted Y-axis. After

the critical analysis of the state-of-the-art single-label classifiers’ results on J.UCS

dataset for the metadata (Reference’s Section), we have concluded the following

points.

• The performance of the proposed model is comparatively good as compared

to the state-of-the-art single-label classifiers’ results.

• All the state-of-the-art single-label classifiers’ performance is consistent ex-

cept Näıve Bayes Multi-Nomial Text Classifier.

The detailed results of state-of-the-art classifiers for metadata (Reference’s Sec-

tion) on J.UCS dataset are shown in Figure 5.13.
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Table 5.5: Comparison with State-of-the-art Approaches

S.No. ApproachesType of
Data

Classification
Type

No. of
Classes

Dataset Algorithm /
Methodolgy

Evaluation
Parame-
ters

Results

1 Galke et
al., 2017

Content Single-Label Econ (4),
Polite (5),
RCV1(14),
NVT (2)

Econ (62,924),
Polite (27,576),
RCV1(100,000),
NVT (100,000)

KNN F-Measure Econ (0.41),
Polite
(0.27),
RCV1(0.76),
NVT (0.40)

2 Tang et al.,
2016a

Content Single-Label 20-
Newsgroup
(20),
Reuters
(135)

20-Newsgroup
(20,000),
Reuters (21,578)

Naive Bayes Accuracy, F-
Measure

Accuracy
(0.095),
F-Measure
(0.90)

3 Tang et al.,
2016b

Content Single-Label 20-
Newsgroup
(20),
Reuters
(135)

20-Newsgroup
(20,000),
Reuters (21,578)

Bayesian F-Measure,
G-Mean

Not Re-
ported

4 Shedbale
et al., 2016

Content Single-Label C, Reuters
(135)

20-Newsgroup
(20,000),
Reuters (21,578)

Survey Accuracy, F-
Measure

Accuracy
(0.095),
F-Measure
(0.90)

5 Zhou, 2016 Content Single-Label Not Re-
ported

CiteSeerX
(665,483), arXiv
(84,172)

Naive Bayes, Lo-
gistic Regression

F-Measure CiteSeerX
(0.76), arXiv
(0.95)

6 Zong et al.,
2015

Content Single-Label 20-
Newsgroup
(20),
Reuters-
10 (10)

20-Newsgroup
(16,391),
Reuters-10
(7,224)

SVM F-Measure 20-
Newsgroup
(0.76),
Reuters-10
(0.91)

7 Yaguinuma
et al., 2014

Content Single-Label 4 100 Documents Fuzz-Onto Accuracy Accuracy
(0.44)
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S.No. ApproachesType of
Data

Classification
Type

No. of
Classes

Dataset Algorithm /
Methodolgy

Evaluation
Parame-
ters

Results

8 Arash and
Mahdi,
2013

Content Single-Label wiki-20 (5) wiki-20 (20) Concept Match-
ing Based Ap-
proach (CMA)

Precision,
Recall,
F-Measure

Precision
(0.61), Re-
call (0.58),
F-Measure
(0.60)

9 Hingmire
et al, 2013

Content Single-Label 20-
Newsgroup
(8),
SRAA(10)

20-Newsgroup,
SRAA(73,218)

Latent Dirich-
let Allocation
(LDA)

F-Measure 20-
Newsgroup
(0.92),
SRAA(0.85)

10 Duwairi
and Al-
Zubaidi,
2011

Content Single-Label Not Re-
ported

100 Features KNN Precision,
Recall

Precision
(0.73),
Recall (0.55)

11 Wang and
Sun, 2009

Content Single-Label Reuter (10),
WebKB (7)

Reuter (21,578),
WebKB (8,282)

NPE, Particle
Swarm Opti-
mization (PSO)

F-Measure Reuter
(0.94), We-
bKB (0.89)

12 Senthamarai
and Ra-
maraj,
2008

Content Single-Label Not Re-
ported

2,000 Docu-
ments

Particle Swarm
Optimization
(PSO)

Accuracy Accuracy
(0.90)

13 Jingbo and
Tianshun,
2002

Content Single-Label 10 1000 Documents Features Iden-
tification and
Features Aggre-
gation (FIFA)

Precision,
Recall

Precision
(0.80),
Recall (0.76)

14 Flynn,
2014

Metadata Single-Label 99 2000 Documents Independent
Document
Model (IDM)
Framework

Precision,
Recall

Precision
(0.79),
Recall (0.81)

15 Zhang et
al., 2004

Metadata Single-Label 11 30,000 Features Genetic Pro-
gramming (GP)

Accuracy Accuracy
(0.61)
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S.No. ApproachesType of
Data

Classification
Type

No. of
Classes

Dataset Algorithm /
Methodolgy

Evaluation
Parame-
ters

Results

16 Khor and
Ting, 2006

Metadata Single-Label 4 400 Documents Baysian Net-
work (BN),
Naive Bayes
(NB), Baysian
Network Learner
(BNL)

Accuracy Accuracy
(BN,0.84;
NB, 0.83;
BNL, 0.76)

17 Yan et al.,
2018

Content Multi-Label Biomedicine
(150),
Email (6),
News(103)

Biomedicine
(100,000),
Email (3, 021),
News(800,000)

Long Short
Term Memory
(LSTM)

F-Measure F-Measure
(0.70)

18 Wang et
al., 2018

Content Multi-Label Yahoo (30) Yahoo Features
(700)

CLSVCM Accuracy Accuracy
(0.85)

19 Baker and
Korhonen,
2017

Content Multi-Label PubMed
(30)

PubMed (1,852) INIT-A, INIT-B Precision,
Recall,
F-Measure

Precision
(0.73, 0.68),
Recall (0.77,
0.83), F-
Measure
(0.75, 0.75)

20 Santos
and Ro-
drigues.,
2009

Content Multi-Label 11 5,000 and 10,000
Documents

Binary
Relevence
(BR), Label
Power (LP),
Multi-Label
kNN (MLkNN)

Accuracy Accuracy
(0.88)

21 Lijuan,
2008

Content Multi-Label WIPO-
alpha (8),
News-
group (5),
OHSUMED
(15), EN-
ZYME (236)

Synthetic Data,
WIPO-alpha,
Newsgroup
(1000),OHSUMED
(54,708), EN-
ZYME (9,455)

Hierarchical
SVM, Hierarchi-
cal Perception

Accuracy,
Precision

Accuracy
(0.94),
Precision
(0.89)
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S.No. ApproachesType of
Data

Classification
Type

No. of
Classes

Dataset Algorithm /
Methodolgy

Evaluation
Parame-
ters

Results

22 Wang and
Desai,
2007

Content Multi-Label 6 45,000 Features Naive Bayes,
Centroid

Accuracy Accuracy
(0.61)

23 Proposed
Approach
(1)

Metadata Multi-Label 11 JUCS (1,460),
ACM (86,116)

Algorithm
Based on Term
Frequency (TF)

Accuracy,
Precision,
Recall,
F-Measure

Accuracy
(0.88),
Precision
(0.91), Re-
call (0.94),
F-Measure
(0.92)

24 Proposed
Approach
(2)

Metadata Multi-Label 11 JUCS (1,460),
ACM (86,116)

Algorithm
Based on Topic’s
Reference (TR)
Pair

Accuracy,
Precision,
Recall,
F-Measure

Accuracy
(0.74),
Precision
(0.78), Re-
call (0.81),
F-Measure
(0.79)
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5.3 Summary

In this chapter, we have critically evaluated and compared the results of pro-

posed approaches which exploit only metadata of the research papers to perform

single-label as well as multi-label document classification. Comparison with the

content based multi-label approach depicted that the proposed multi-label ap-

proaches perform significantly closer or equal in terms of accuracy by relying only

on metadata based features. Similarly, the proposed approaches for single-label

document classification outperform the state-of-the-art single-label classification

approaches. Moreover, the proposed approaches are evaluated with the state-of-

the-art single-label as well as multi-label approaches which utilize different types

of classifier and concluded that proposed approaches also outperform the state-

of-the-art classifiers’ results on two different and diversified datasets. Comparison

with the state-of-the-art approaches is presented in Table 5.5.



Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Conclusion

Classification of research articles into pre-defined categories is a daunting research

challenge and has many applications such as: selection of reviewers; indexing and

retrieval of relevant research papers; paper submission; and expertise discovery

applications. There exist enormous approaches in the literature to categorize re-

search papers. The critical analysis of the literature has disclosed that majority of

such systems utilize content of the papers. However, the un-availability of content

renders these schemes non-applicable most of the time. Moreover, the contempo-

rary approaches classify papers into single class. We argue that a research paper

may belong to various categories due to the diversified linkage between multiple

disciplines. These issues have led us to scrutinize the potential of freely available

metadata to discover efficient adaptable ways in the scenarios when the content is

not available.

This dissertation is aimed to utilize freely available metadata and evaluate the

same so as to discover that to what extent metadata can be used to classify re-

search papers into multi-label classification by employing the comprehensive novel

mechanisms. In this dissertation, we have proposed, developed and evaluated ap-

proaches on metadata based features to overcome the above mentioned issues. For

classification of research articles based on metadata and into multi-labels, we had

exploited metadata in different ways: (1) Multi-label Document Classification on

Papers’ Metadata (Title & Keywords) and (2) Multi-label Document Classifica-

tion based on papers’ References. These approaches have been evaluated against

119
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two different diversified datasets such as J.UCS [37] and ACM [18]. Subsequently,

the proposed approaches were compared with state-of-the-art approaches and clas-

sifiers.

Chapter 3 of this dissertation addressed a novel approach “Multi-label Document

Classification on Papers’ Metadata (Title & Keywords)” [36] which extracted

metadata Title and Keywords from the research papers and Multi-label Classi-

fier (MLC) performed multi-label classification on both datasets in three ways:

• By extracting only metadata (Titles) from the research papers.

• By extracting only metadata (Keywords) from the research papers.

• By extracting both metadata (Title & Keywords) of the research papers.

For each research paper’s metadata Title, Keywords and both Title & Keywords

the term frequency weights are computed similarly, after generating the research

paper’s category pairs, the term frequency weights are computed for each cate-

gory provided by the datasets for the same metadata. The experimental results

of this approach are encouraging because in the said approach, we have utilized

only freely available metadata. The best threshold value and the best metadata

parameter, at which the proposed approach produces significant results, are iden-

tified by conducting multiple experimental rounds. At the best threshold value,

the approach has achieved an accuracy of 0.88 by exploiting only metadata (Title)

which is exactly same as achieved by Santos and Rodrigues [18] but they have uti-

lized the whole content of the scientific documents. Similarly, other metadata such

metadata (Keywords) has achieved accuracy of 0.73, metadata (Title & Keywords)

has achieved accuracy of 0.79 and metadata (References) has achieved accuracy of

0.71 which are also very close to the results of Santos and Rodrigues [18]. Hence,

the proposed system has achieved good accuracy by exploiting only metadata of

the scientific documents. Single-label classification is also performed by exploit-

ing above mentioned metadata parameters and system has achieved accuracy 0.88

which is quite remarkable as compared to the state-of-the-art metadata based clas-

sification approaches which has achieved maximum accuracy of 0.84 by Khor and

Tang [14].

Chapter 4 illustrated the second approach “Multi-label Document Classification

based on Paper’s References” [10]. In this approach, the research paper’s refer-

ences are extracted from the web links provided in both datasets. The topic’s
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reference pairs are generated for comparison of the test paper’s references. The

Citation Based Category Identification (CBCI) classifier compares the test pa-

per’s references with the stored category-wise references and performs multi-label

classification. The experimental results of this approach also yielded encouraging

results by exploiting freely available metadata (Reference’s Section) as compared

to the state-of-the-art approaches for multi-label as well as for single-label doc-

ument classification. This system has achieved accuracy of 0.74 for multi-label

classification and accuracy of 0.88 for single-label classification which are quite

unprecedented if we consider the fact that the value is achieved by using only

metadata based features.

6.2 Dissertation’s Contributions

For research article classification, this dissertation completely relies on freely avail-

able metadata of the documents instead of using the whole content of the docu-

ments. The contributions of this dissertation are following:

1. A comprehensive survey is conducted covering manifold state-of-the-art ap-

proaches which performed single-label or multi-label classification by exploit-

ing either metadata or content of the research articles.

2. State-of-the-art classification approaches are critically analyzed and evalu-

ated against evaluation criteria inferred from the literature review.

3. A novel approach is proposed, implemented and evaluated by exploiting only

metadata (Title and Keywords) instead of the whole content of the research

papers.

4. Another novel approach is proposed, implemented and evaluated by exploit-

ing only metadata (Reference’s Section) of the research papers.

5. The proposed approaches are able to classify papers into both a single-label

and multi-label classes by obtaining an immense place in current state-of-

the-art document classification community.

6. The proposed approaches are evaluated on comprehensive datasets (J.UCS

[37] & ACM [18]) containing research articles belonging to one or more than

one category.
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7. The best threshold value is recommended for the multi-label document clas-

sification and the best metadata parameter is recommended for single-label

as well as for multi-label document classification.

8. Evaluation and comparison of the proposed approaches are conducted against

state-of-the-art classification approaches.

6.3 Future Work

Some potential directions for future research on the area addressed in this disser-

tation are described below:

• This work can be extended in the future by exploiting metadata information

to perform multi-label classification for next ACM taxonomy levels.

• Evolutionary approaches can be used to exploit metadata for multi-label

document classification.

• Evaluation of proposed approaches in domains other than Computer Science
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